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The Hon John Watkins, MP
Minister for Fair Trading
Parliament House Sydney

Dear Mr Watkins
I am pleased to present the Annual Report of the
Department of Fair Trading for the year ended 30
June 2000.

The Report has been prepared for presentation to the
Parliament of New South Wales in accordance with
the requirements of the Annual Reports
(Departments) Act 1985 and the Annual Reports
(Statutory Bodies) Act 1984.

The Report also fulfils the statutory reporting
requirements of the Director-General under the:

Fair Trading Act 1987

Landlord and Tenant (Rental Bonds) Act 1977

Residential Tenancies Act 1987

RetirementVillages Act 1989 (this Act was repealed
on 1 July 2000 but was in force during the reporting
year)

Strata Schemes Management Act 1996

Community Land Management Act 1989

Co-operation Act 1923 (this Act was repealed on 1
September 2000 but was in force during the
reporting year).

Director-General
Department of Fair Trading
25 October 2000
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D. B. O'Connor
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The activities of the Department of Fair Trading over the past year reflect the Carr
Government's social justice objectives. Reforms in the retirement village industry
mean a better deal for older people and emphasis was placed on making Aboriginal
consumers more aware of their rights.

Work on enhancing the information provided by REVS - the Register of
EncumberedVehicles - was almost completed. From August 2000, REVS will provide
details of written-off vehicles.This should prove an effective deterrent against car
theft in NSW.

Petrol pricing was made more transparent. Service station operators must now
prominently display the price they charge for regular unleaded fuel.

I have also raised at a national level, through the Ministerial Council on Consumer
Affairs, this State's concerns regarding petrol pricing, the provision of basic banking
services and possible reforms relating to consumer credit, including the introduction
of a mandatory comparison rate.

In a move designed to bolster economic activity in regional NSW, the Registry of
Co-operatives transferred from Bankstown to Bathurst in January 2000.The
Department also monitored proceedings at a large number of Sydney home auctions
to ensure they were conducted properly.The Department's strategies to counter
undesirable marketplace activities during the Olympics and Paralympics were also
fine-tuned.

The financial year 1999-2000 has been challenging. However, I believe the outcomes
have been beneficial for both consumers and businesses in NSW. Throughout the
year the Department's staff displayed a high level of professionalism. I appreciate their
efforts and I am sure Fair Trading will provide a continuing high level of service to
the community in the coming year.

Minister for Fair Trading
John Watkins MP

From the Minister
for Fair Trading
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Consumer education
and protection

Accommodation and
property

Home building Business services and
products

Consumers of everyday goods and
services can use our Web site or
contact our Fair Trading Centres to
obtain information on their rights
and responsibilities and assistance
with resolving disputes. Unfair
practices are investigated and
prevented.

People renting homes, buying or
selling property or living in or
managing strata scheme property
can turn to us for information and
assistance.

A system of licensing, investigation of
residential building complaints and
regional compliance programs help
ensure unqualified or inappropriate
people do not work in the NSW
home building industry.This provides
integrity to the industry and
protection for consumers from faulty
or incomplete work.

Traders and business people can register
business names, obtain business licences
and receive information on their rights
and responsibilities under fair trading laws.
We actively promote the development of
co-operatives and help community groups
establish themselves as associations.

What we do

Where we are

The Department of Fair Trading exists to serve the consumers and traders of New

South Wales. Our role is to safeguard consumer rights and to advise business and

traders on fair and ethical practice.

Department of Fair Trading Annual Report 1999-2000Page 2

Office Hours
You can contact our Fair Trading Centres, Monday to Friday between 8.30am - 5.00pm.
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Planning Framework 1998 - 2001
Our Strategic Intent

Our Mission

Our values

Performance reporting Detailed corporate plan

�

�
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New South Wales will be recognised
for fairness and value in the
marketplace.

To safeguard consumer rights and
advise business on fair, ethical practice.

We do this in regard to:

consumer goods and services

accommodation and property services

home building.

Access and equity for customers
and staff.

Integrity and professionalism in all
we do.

Safe, equitable, satisfying work
environment.

Innovation complementing the
strengths of the past.

Openness in all our communication.

Our Annual Report this year reflects
the next step in a major project to
improve performance planning and
reporting. The 1998-99 report had a
new, simpler structure based on our
three key corporate objectives. In late
1999 a new set of performance
indicators was adopted, linked to these
objectives.The measures include both
effectiveness and efficiency indicators.

Information on some indicators
appears for the first time in this report,
though for others, data collection
methods are still being finetuned.
Reporting on these measures will be
progressively introduced, as the
reliability and validity of the data reach
acceptable levels.

The new approach will greatly enhance
our ability to plan, review and improve
organisational performance and report
on it to Parliament and the community.

During the year we also produced a
detailed, annual corporate plan.This
plan covers the financial year and sets
out our key projects for that period. It
complements our three-year planning
framework, due for revision this year,
which contains longer-term strategies.

The Department of Fair

Trading's programs will

contribute to social justice

outcomes for vulnerable,

geographically remote and

disadvantaged groups.
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Appropriate safeguards for
consumers with minimal restrictions
on business and traders.

Maximum compliance with
regulatory requirements.

Accountable use of public resources.

�

�

�

�
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�
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Comprehensive, proactive policy and
regulatory review.

Proactive education activities;
responsive enquiry service.

Special focus on remote and
vulnerable groups.

Targeted compliance activities;
complaint handling; dispute
resolution.

Responsive enquiry service; effective
licensing and registration process.

Innovation and continuous
improvement of systems focussed on
customer needs.

Staff development and empowerment;
systems and culture oriented to
supporting staff performance.

�

�

�

�

A policy framework creates a balance
between interests of consumers and
traders.

Economical, efficient and customer-
focused operations.
�

Provision of clear, accurate
information to consumers and traders.

Effective compliance monitoring and
enforcement.

Reliable licensing, registration and
certification information.

Corporate objectives
and outcomes

Divisional objectives Strategies

Previous Contents Next



A broader view

Reaching our
customers

Aboriginal consumers

Taking care of business

Improving accessibility

Flexible responses

The Department's responsibilities
cover a broad spectrum.When
developing marketplace strategies,
we welcome input from consumer
and business organisations. Our
readiness to listen to outside views is
formalised by a system of Ministerial
advisory councils.The councils
make a valuable contribution to the
formulation of fair trading policy
and a special effort has been made to
ensure regional NSW is adequately
represented in these forums.The
establishment during the year of the
RetirementVillages Advisory
Council now brings their number to
five.The Department also liaises
with industry and consumer groups
such as the Real Estate Institute of
NSW, the NSW Council of Social
Services, the Insurance Council of
Australia and the Tenants' Union.

Our annual customer profile
provides us with a clear idea of who
our customers are - and perhaps
more importantly - which groups in
the community are not using our
services.This year's results revealed
that the proportion of customers
from most target groups is close to,
or exceeds, their representation in
the NSW population. No doubt due
to our pro-active stance, the profile
shows more and more Aboriginal
consumers are turning to us for
guidance and assistance.

But our research also indicates a
significant proportion of people

from non English speaking
backgrounds remain unaware of their
consumer rights, particularly in
relation to rental accommodation.
Clearly it's an area where we must do
more.

We are acutely conscious of the needs
of the more vulnerable consumers in
our society. During the year we made
a special effort to get the fair trading
message across to Aboriginal
communities in regional and rural
NSW. Our Aboriginal Customer
Service Officers provide information
on a wide range of consumer matters
with emphasis on tenancy issues, car
buying and the use of credit.

We also produced consumer education
material tailored for an Aboriginal
audience.And along with other
government and Aboriginal bodies, we
are participating in a pilot mediation
program established to resolve
problems between Aboriginal housing
organisations and their tenants.
Progress has been pleasing, but if we
are to make a lasting difference we
must pursue this goal even more
vigorously.

The business community is an
important component of our customer
base. Our new business registration
system means that business names and
associations can now be registered
across the counter at any one of our
23 Fair Trading Centres.The initiative
is a real time-saver for our regional
business customers, whose applications

had previously been forwarded to Sydney
for processing.

Our Business Licence Information Service
(BLIS) and Registry of Encumbered
Vehicles service (REVS) went on-line
during the year. Businesses and consumers
now have 24-hour access to these
databases.As well, we embarked on a
project to explore ways of utilising
information technology to broaden the
range of service options available to our
business customers.

Significantly, almost seven percent of the
people who lodged formal complaints
with the Department last year did so
electronically. Our Web site provides
customers with access to the full range of
our inquiry and complaint handling
services. In addition, the Department's
suite of 114 publications can be viewed
and printed directly from its publications
channel.We anticipate an increasing
number of visitors to our Web site in the
year ahead. It's a particularly useful service
for people living in remote areas.We
regularly monitor its performance to
ensure it remains relevant and user-
friendly.

New powers give us greater flexibility in
combating illegal marketplace practices.We
can now enter into enforceable
undertakings with traders who have
breached fair trading laws. Under this
arrangement, traders undertake to carry
out, or desist from, certain conduct.
Enforceable undertakings obviate the need
for expensive legal action and can be
enforced through the Supreme Court.

Director-General's Report

Page 4

The past year has been a busy one for the Department of Fair Trading. An

exhaustive review of our legislation, conducted as part of the National Competition

Policy Agreement, nears completion. We acquired more flexible powers to deal with

rogue traders and our push to provide better services to our customers continued

unabated. The rapid pace of marketplace change means the year ahead will prove

even more challenging. I believe our initiatives during 1999-2000 have helped equip

us with the programs and policies needed to confront those challenges with

confidence.

Department of Fair Trading Annual Report 1999-2000Previous Contents Next



We can now also call upon traders to
substantiate the claims they make
about the goods and services they
sell.This power has already proved
effective against traders who
blatantly misrepresent their products.

We also made more use of Supreme
Court injunctions to protect
consumers from the activities of
rogue traders, particularly unlicensed
motor dealers. Once we institute
prosecution action against these
people, we also apply to the
Supreme Court for an injunction
preventing them from continuing
their activities.The strategy is
proving a potent weapon in our
continuing fight against illegal
marketplace conduct.

Australia's aging population dictates
that government agencies pay added
attention to their needs. Our recent
retirement village reforms usher in
sweeping changes designed to give
residents greater opportunity for
involvement in the way their villages
are run. Essentially, the changes are
about dignity.They give residents
greater control of their own
destinies.The reforms are a tacit
acknowledgment that growing older
doesn't necessarily mean being
dependent upon others to make life-
style choices for us.

The home warranty insurance
scheme helps protect NSW
consumers from loss resulting from

defective or incomplete building work.
Its pivotal role is highlighted by our
recent decision to link the issue of
licences with the eligibility of
contractors and tradespeople to obtain
insurance. Builders denied insurance
coverage by private insurers will be
issued with restricted licences limiting
them to work valued at less than
$5000.This reform is designed to lift
industry standards and enhance
consumer protection.

We devoted considerable effort to
finalising strategies to protect overseas
and domestic visitors to the Olympics
from illegal marketplace practices.
They include the establishment of a
24-hour Traveller Consumer Helpline
and the distribution of an explanatory
brochure for overseas tourists.We are
also monitoring the private rental
market for abnormal rent movements
and checking retail outlets to ensure
compliance with consumer protection
laws.

Electronic commerce is a fact of life.
But this method of doing business
poses challenges which Australian
consumer protection agencies must
come to grips with.We are working
with other agencies to improve
consumer confidence in electronic
commerce through the
implementation of an Electronic
Commerce Consumer Protection
Strategy.The strategy aims to promote
an Australia-wide regulatory
framework covering such issues as
consumer protection, security and
privacy.

And with the energy industry about to
embark on the deregulatory path, we are
working to ensure the rights of NSW
consumers are protected. For residential
customers the natural gas market is to be
opened up to competition during 2001
while the electricity market will
progressively become fully competitive
from 1 January next year.This is a
development we will monitor closely.

We are also taking a fresh look at dispute
resolution procedures in the home
building industry.Wherever possible, we
want to see disputes settled before they
reach the Fair Trading Tribunal. I am
convinced our review of this aspect of the
home building industry will result in
tangible benefits for consumers and
builders alike.

The past year has been extremely
productive. It has also been very
demanding. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the staff of the
Department who have worked so hard
over the past year to make NSW a better,
fairer place in which to do business. I look
forward to their continued support in the
year ahead.

Director-General
Department of Fair Trading

David O'Connor

Retirement village
reforms

Building licensing
tightened

The Olympics

The way ahead
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Our Structure

Page 6

Minister

Tribunals

Registries

Assistant Director-General

Director-General

Assistant Director-General

Internal Audit

Ministerial Advisory
Councils

Marketing

Registry of Co-operatives

Register of EncumberedVehicles

Brian Given

David O'Connor

John Schmidt

Craig MillerCol Davis

Steve Newton

Director,
Legal Services
David Catt

�

�

�

�

Advisings
Prosecutions
Civil litigation
Solicitor
advocate

Director,
Compliance &

Standards

Fair trading
investigations
Rapid response
& risk
assessment
Real estate
investigations
Safety &
standards
Measurement &
technical
services
Operational
priorities &
Intelligence,
(FOI
coordination)

Chris Hanlon

�

�

�

�

�

�

Director,
Licensing &
Registration

Services

Strategy &
performance
Licensing
(except Building
licensing
Business
registration
Systems
administration

John Devlin

�

�

�

�

Director,
Home Building &
Property Services

Home Building
- Building

investigations
- Building

licensing
- Building

insurance
- Dispute

management
service
Renting services
Strata schemes
& mediation
services

Lyn Baker

�

�

�

Director,
Customer Services

Divisional
services
Customer
services

- Sydney region
- Hunter region
- South region
- North region
- West region

Olympics
Specialist
support unit

Rod Stowe

�

�

�

�

Director,
Management

Services

Human
resources
IT operations
and strategy
Finance
Tribunal
administration
Administration

- Risk
management

- Accomodation
- Building

management
- Library, Records

management &
mail

- Switchboard
- Procurement &

fleet
management

Michael Silk

�

�

�

�

�

Deputy
Director

Strategic
projects
Research &
equity
Funding
programs

Susan Dixon

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Strategic policy
Legislation
Planning &
reporting
Ministerial
liaison
NCP reviews
MCCA &
SCOCA
Stakeholder
liaison
Advisory
councils

Tribunals Fair Trading Strategy Consumer & Trader Services Marketplace Performance Fair Trading Standards & Registers

Program Allocations

Program Expenses

44%

7%

18%15%

16%

Average Staff Allocations
13%

6%

51%

17%

13%
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November 1999 - Major categories of home building licences
linked to applicants' eligibility to obtain home warranty insurance.

March 2000 - Compulsory display of price of unleaded petrol
helps motorists shop around for best price.

May 2000 - New power to require traders and service providers
to substantiate advertising claims.

June 2000 - Parliament passes Fair Trading Act amendment
allowing immediate suspension of licences of unfair traders.

July 2000 - Retirement village residents receive improved
protection by introduction of RetirementVillages Act 1999.

October 1999 - Pre-Olympic inspection program targeting unfair
trading in Sydney tourist precincts begins.

October 1999 - Customers able to access full range of complaint
handling services through DFT Web site.

January 2000 - last of 700 defective UFI swimming pools repaired.

April 2000 -Voluntary guideline released on safety of portable
soccer goals.

April 2000 - Traveller Consumer Helpline complaints assistance
database ready for Olympics.

June 2000 - Supreme Court bans unfair trader for 50 years.

June 2000 - Fair Trading Centres end the year processing almost
900,000 enquiries up 28% on previous year.

September 1999 - DFT rated 100% prepared forY2K.

January 2000 - Major boost to Bathurst with transfer there of the
Registry of Cooperatives.

March 2000 - Business Licence Information Service available
through DFT Web site.

May 2000 - Customers access a range of services via
REVS Web site.

June 2000 - Customers now able to register business names over-
the-counter at regional Fair Trading Centres.

June 2000 - Aboriginal and Torres Strait staff representation
reaches 2.5%.

Highlights
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Completion of the National Competition
Policy reviews of legislation.

Model Licence Project will suggest
legislative changes needed for consistency
and efficiency across all business licensing.

Improved consumer protection in home
building industry through reforms to home
warranty insurance, licensing system and
better dispute resolution processes.

Interactive learning experience -
- involving a dedicated Web site, video

and teaching resources, helps youth deal
with consumer and financial issues.

DFT led national working group to
develop response to flood of internet scam
mail.

Continued compliance focus on regional
home building contractors.

Long term customer service benefits in
tourism, hospitality and retail industries as a
result of Olympics/Paralympic Games
initiatives.

Rental Bond Internet Service will allow
real estate agents to authorise rental bond
refunds on-line.

Exploring Electronic Service Delivery
options for DFT services in line with
Government policy.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait staff
representation to reach 3%.

Money

stuff

1999 - 2000 The Future
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This is the first of two core objectives that contribute to our strategic intent of having

NSW recognised for fairness and value in the marketplace. In the fields of consumer

goods and services, rental and property services and home building we aim to

develop and maintain a policy and legislative framework that creates a balance

between the interests of consumers and traders.

Objective one
Appropriate safeguards for consumers with minimal

restrictions on business and traders

Performance information
This new performance indicator is presented here for the first time.

Key outcome/outcome measure Results 1998/1999 Results 1999/2000

Outcome:

Measure:

Appropriate safeguards for consumers with

minimal restrictions on business and traders

Proportion of legislation assessed as meeting

net public benefit test.

It is extremely hard to devise a methodology for directly measuring the “fairness” of the policy and legislative framework to
all sections of the community. The Department uses an indirect measure which shows the proportion of legislation which
has undergone a rigorous process to ensure that it is necessary. As part of the National Competition Policy review program
described later in this report, a net public benefit test is applied, and this involves examining both social and economic
factors. The table above reflects the proportion of legislation which, to date, has undergone this test or a similar process.
Over time, as the reviews are completed, the proportion of legislation which has been subjected to scrutiny by this or an
equivalent process will reach 100%.

Interpretation/comment

45% 55%

Fair trading
developments

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

National Competition Policy
reviews

Privacy and personal information

Consumer Credit Code

As part of the National Competition
Policy (NCP) Agreement the NSW
Government is committed to
reviewing all legislation that impacts on
competition.We have a number of
reviews underway, including:

Conveyancers Licensing Act

Credit (Finance Brokers) Act

Employment Agents Act

Fair Trading Act

Funeral Funds Act

Property Stock and Business
Agents Act

Residential Tenancies Act

Valuers Registration Act

Pawnbrokers and Second-hand
Dealers Act

In addition, we are undertaking an
NCP-style review of the feasibility and
desirability of introducing legislation to
protect boarders and lodgers.

The aim of the review process is to
ensure that the Government's
regulatory objectives, such as the
protection of consumers, are met as
efficiently and cost effectively as
possible.The process of each review
varies according to the impact of the
legislation concerned, but the reviews
always involve consumers and interest
groups affected by the legislation.

The major provisions of the Privacy
and Personal Information Act 1998
commenced on 1 July 2000.The Act
introduces privacy standards for the

NSW public sector regulating the way
government agencies can deal with
personal information.

In order to comply with the Act, we
have prepared a Privacy Management
Plan and Privacy Code of Practice that
set out the way personal information
about customers and staff should be
handled. Procedures to deal with
privacy complaints have also been
established.The Department's licence
and registration application forms have
been amended to comply with the Act.

A post-implementation report
evaluating the operation of the
Consumer Credit Code, introduced
nation-wide in 1997, was released late
in 1999. It made a range of
recommendations on improving the
operation of the Code.A research

Post-Implementation Report
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report on consumer credit decision-
making entitled Taking Credit was also
released.

The recommendations of the post-
implementation review are being
considered as part of a National
Competition Policy review of the
Code.The Ministerial Council on
Consumer Affairs (MCCA) will
consider the review's recommendations
later in 2000.

We are aiming to improve consumer
confidence in electronic commerce
through the implementation of an
Electronic Commerce Consumer
Protection Strategy.The strategy seeks
to promote an Australia-wide
regulatory framework that addresses the
need for consumer protection, security
and privacy in electronic commerce.

To this end, we have provided input to
the development of a national uniform
legislative scheme to provide legal
recognition to electronic transactions.
The NSW legislation for the scheme is
the Electronic Transactions Act 2000.

We are also participating in national
and international initiatives to improve
consumer protection in this growing
area and helped formulate guidelines to
clarify jurisdictional issues arising from
complaints involving electronic
commerce.The Ministerial Council on
Consumer Affairs (MCCA) adopted
these guidelines in August 1999.

The Department is a member of the
Energy Steering Committee, the
Government body responsible for
overseeing the introduction of a fully
competitive energy market.

The Department is a member of the
Gas Retail Project Steering Committee
and the Gas Consumer Protection
Working Group. In addition, we
contributed to the review of the Gas
Supply (Consumer Protection)
Regulation. Fair Trading and Energy
Ministers will consider possible changes
to the Regulation over the next 12
months.

During the year we also participated in
working groups developing
arrangements for a fully competitive

electricity market scheduled to be
introduced progressively from 1
January 2001.

The Department plays an active role in
identifying and addressing consumer
protection issues in the utilities
industries - electricity, gas and water.
We want consumers to have guaranteed
service standards, access to supply and
adequate dispute resolution procedures.

We administer the funding for the
Utility Consumers' Advocacy Program,
a government/community partnership
that aims to ensure a consumer focus in
the delivery of services by utilities.We
also work closely with the Energy and
Water Ombudsman who provides small
users of water, gas and electricity with
an avenue for the fast and inexpensive
resolution of disputes.

During the year we made a submission
to the Independent Pricing and
Regulatory Tribunal when it reviewed
Sydney Water's Operating Licence.We
also worked with the Ministry of
Energy and Utilities on such matters as
updating the Code of Practice of
Electricity Supply to long-term
residents of caravan parks. In addition,
support was provided to the Licence
Compliance Advisory Board.The
Board reports to the Minister for
Energy on electricity licensees'
compliance with licence conditions.

The Department has also been given
responsibility for the safety of gas
appliances and the testing of gas meters
following recent amendments to the
Gas Supply Act 1996.

While the responsibility for regulating
the petrol industry lies primarily with
the Commonwealth, the NSW
Government undertook a number of
State-based initiatives to promote
competition and fair trading in the
industry during the year.

A regulation requiring all petrol
stations to display the price of unleaded
petrol was gazetted in March 2000.
Price boards promote price
transparency and make it easier for
motorists to shop around for the best
price.The Government also funded
two studies into the feasibility of using
co-operatives to address petrol pricing
issues.

Both reports concluded that
encouraging independent oil

companies to extend into rural and
regional areas was the best way to
reduce petrol prices. However, they also
concluded that co-operatives could
play a vital role in smaller communities
where independents were unlikely to
open outlets.

We also worked with the Australian
Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) to gather
evidence of anti-competitive behaviour
that may result in high petrol prices.As
part of this initiative, we established a
week-long Petrol Hotline during
August 1999.Allegations of anti-
competitive behaviour were referred to
the ACCC for assessment.

As a result of community concern
about tenancy databases which are used
to compile and sell information about
tenants, the Rental Bond Board
approved a grant to the Council of
Social Service of NSW (NCOSS) to
examine their impact on disadvantaged
consumers seeking private rental
accommodation.

The NCOSS report, entitled

was launched in May 2000.
The report concluded that tenant
databases can introduce inefficiencies
into the residential tenancy market and
cause hardship to disadvantaged tenants.
Inefficiencies are likely where database
operators concentrate on increasing
database size at the expense of
accuracy.

Over the past year consultants engaged
by the Department have been
monitoring the Sydney residential
rental market in the lead up to the
Olympics to identify any unusual
increases in rent movements.The
project will produce eight quarterly
rental market monitoring reports.To
date, five reports for the March, June,
September and December quarters
1999, and the March 2000, have been
released.

'No Interest Loan Schemes' (NILS) are
community based schemes aimed at
people who cannot obtain a loan from
commercial lenders and can't afford the
high interest rates charged by fringe
lenders. Loans for essential items such

National Competition Policy

Gas

Electricity

E-commerce protection

A competitive energy market

Utilities industries

Competitive petrol pricing

Tenancy databases

Rental market monitored

No Interest Loan Scheme

Cash and

Cowboys: Barriers for Access to Private

Rental Accommodation by Disadvantaged

Consumers
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as refrigerators, washing machines or
hot water services are typically for
between $500 and $800.They allow
borrowers to buy a new product
without getting deeper into debt by
high interest charges.

The aim of these schemes coincides
with the NSW Government's social
justice objectives and the Department's
desire to minimise credit problems in
the community.To assist in the
development of these schemes, during
the year we commissioned a review of
NILS schemes by an independent
consultant.The review will be used to
guide the future development of NILS
in NSW.

Four Ministerial Advisory Councils
were in operation during the year.
They were the Fair Trading Advisory
Council, the Home Building Advisory
Council, the Motor Trade Advisory
Council and the Property Services
Advisory Council.

The Advisory Councils provide the
Minister for Fair Trading with advice
on issues relating to their industries and
alert the Minister to emerging issues.
The Fair Trading Advisory Council, as
the peak advisory body, provides an
integrated approach to the
development of fair trading policies.

During the year the Minister approved
the establishment of a new Retirement
Villages Advisory Council to replace
the RetirementVillages Consultative
Committee.The new Council began
operations in July 2000.

This year we continued to address
concerns about vulnerable or remote
sections of the community being left
without affordable access to banking
services. In August 1999 and July 2000
the Minister presented discussion
papers on banking issues to the
Ministerial Council on Consumer
Affairs (MCCA).These detailed papers
included research on approaches to
bank regulation in the USA and
precedents for regulating other essential
industries such as telecommunications.

Women often experience unique
problems in relation to banking and
credit.To explore and resolve these
issues, we conducted a joint project
with the Department for Women.We

convened a workshop to canvas issues
and seek solutions. Participants
included representatives of the banking
industry, women's groups, financial
counsellors and the Banking Industry
Ombudsman. Problems raised included
unravelling joint financial arrangements
upon divorce or separation and
'relationship debt' where women are
pressured into guaranteeing loans for
husbands, boyfriends and children.

Recommendations flowing from the
workshop will be fed into current
reviews of the Credit Code, the
Banking Code of Practice and the law
on third party guarantees.To inform
the community about relationship debt
issues, the Department produced
educational material on the subject.

In order to provide national
consistency in the laws regulating co-
operatives, all States and Territories
have been progressively adopting Core
Consistent Provisions legislation.This
move is designed to facilitate interstate
trading and fund-raising by co-
operatives. However, until all
jurisdictions enact and implement this
legislation, co-operatives seeking to
operate interstate will continue to
experience problems.

During the year we prepared a paper
outlining options for further promoting
national consistency in co-operatives
legislation. In July 2000 the Ministerial
Council on Consumer Affairs (MCCA)
accepted its recommendations to
establish a working party to develop
the recommendations for a national
approach to this area of the law.The
working party is to report back to
MCCA in January 2001.

We conducted a review of the Co-
operatives Regulation 1977 during the
course of the year.The Regulation
applies the account and audit
provisions of the Corporations Law to
co-operatives.The review was
prompted by recent amendments to the
account and audit provisions of the
Corporations Law.The amending
regulation, which was gazetted on 1
September 2000, adopts and applies
Chapters 2F and 2M of the
Corporations Law to co-operatives.
This regulation will eliminate
confusion in the application of the
account and audit requirements to co-

operatives and promote the proper
auditing of their accounts.

Over the past year the Register of
EncumberedVehicles (REVS) has been
working closely with the Roads and
Traffic Authority to provide a wider
range of information to the car buying
public and motor industry.As a result,
from August 2000 details of vehicles
recorded as wrecked or written-off by
insurers will be available on the REVS
database.Vehicles that have been
flagged due to a possible irregularity or
doubt about their identity will also be
included.

This is an important step. It means that
REVS will be able to provide warnings
of potential financial risks.This will
allow its customers to make informed
decisions when buying, selling or
financing motor vehicles. In the longer
term, it will help combat car theft and
curtail the practice of 're-birthing'
motor vehicles.

During the year a number of important
reforms were made, particularly in the
areas of fair trading, home building and
the retirement village industry.

was amended
to give the Director-General the power
to require traders and service providers
to substantiate claims they make in
advertisements.

commenced on 12 May 2000.

was
passed by Parliament on 28 June 2000.
Its intent is to minimise harm to
consumers from traders who wilfully
flout the law.The legislation gives the
Director-General the power to
immediately suspend a licence granted
under legislation administered by the
Minister for Fair Trading for a period
of up to 60 days. Licensees can apply to
the Administrative Decisions Tribunal
for a review of the suspension.These
reforms commenced on 1 August
2000.

improves the operation of the home
warranty insurance scheme and
compliance with the Home Building
Act.The responsibility for insuring
development work is now clearly

Advisory Councils

Banking paper to MCCA

Women and financial services

Review of co-operatives laws

Co-operatives accounts and
audit review

Better protection for car buyers

The FairTrading Act 1987

The FairTrading

Amendment (Substantiation of Claims) Act

2000

The FairTrading Amendment (Enforcement

and Compliance Powers) Act 2000

The Home Building Amendment Act 1999

Legislative activities
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placed on the builder, rather than the
developer. However, a developer must
still provide a certificate of insurance to
people buying dwellings in the
development.This amendment
commenced on 30 July 1999. Before a
building licence can be issued,
applicants must have, or be eligible to
obtain, home warranty insurance.This
amendment commenced on 1
November 1999.

commenced on 1 July 2000.
These amendments were made to
overcome difficulties in approving
policies of professional indemnity
insurance for conveyancers, while at
the same time ensuring that approved
policies continue to provide adequate
levels of consumer protection.

The
commenced on

30 July 1999. These amendments were
made to achieve nationally consistent
legislation for the registration of
vehicle security interests.They were a
result of a 1994 NationalVehicle
Security Project established under the
aegis of the Ministerial Council on
Consumer Affairs (MCCA).

came
into full effect on 1 July 2000. It's
aimed at ensuring that older people
who choose to live in retirement
villages are protected from exploitation.
Under the new laws people
contemplating moving into a
retirement village must be given a
standard disclosure statement to assist
them in comparing villages.They must
also receive a copy of the Department's
booklet outlining the rights of residents
and operators.The legislation includes
measures to improve the financial
security of residents and provides
protection from the withdrawal of
services by the operator. It also ensures
that residents can have input into the
running of the village through a
residents' committee. Residents who
own their premises are now free to set
their own price and select their own
agent when selling these premises.The
laws also set limits on recurrent charges
for personal services, such as meals and
cleaning, if the resident is absent for
more than 28 days.

, which
commenced on 1 September 2000,
replaced the Co-operation Act 1923.
One of the key objectives of the new
legislation is to increase the flexibility
of those organisations to continue to
provide home ownership in a market
that has changed dramatically since
1923.Although initially planned for
proclamation on 1 July 2000, the
implementation of the new Act was
deferred until after the introduction of
the Commonwealth Government's
Goods and Services Tax.

During the year the care labelling
standard was amended by the

to
prescribe the new Australia/New
Zealand Standard 1957:1998 Textiles
Care Labelling.

In September 1999 we gazetted a
product safety order prohibiting the
supply of candles with wicks
containing lead.The candles could
result in increased levels of lead in the
blood of babies and young children
when burned in confined spaces.An
order prohibiting the supply of
inflatable toys, novelties or items of
furniture containing loose particles of
synthetic materials was also made in
February 2000.The beads posed a
choking hazard to young children.

During the year the
was

reviewed and re-made as the
The

new regulation makes amendments to
the 1994 regulation including
prescribing the minimum safety
requirements for electrical articles as
those set out in the Australian/New
Zealand Standard AS/NZS 3820:1998.

In addition, the

was amended by the

.The
amendment adopts the Australian/New
Zealand Standard AS/NZS 3000:2000
Electrical Installations. It promotes
consumer safety by ensuring that NSW
requirements meet the latest best
practice for electrical installations.

During the year the Ministerial
Council on Consumer Affairs (MCCA)
agreed that a national review of trade
measurement legislation which may
impact upon National Competition
Policy should be undertaken.The
review was conducted by a committee
formed by the Trade Measurement
Advisory Committee (TMAC) which
operates under the auspices of the
Standing Committee of Officials of
Consumer Affairs (SCOCA).The final
report with reform initiatives from
each jurisdiction is to be tabled with
MCCA.

seeks to improve the quality of
regulations by requiring government
agencies to assess the economic and
social costs and benefits of regulations.
In the case of a new principal
regulation, a Regulatory Impact
Statement must be prepared in most
cases.
During the year, six regulations were
made which involved the preparation
of Regulatory Impact Statements.

commenced on 1 September
1999. It prescribes matters of a
procedural and administrative nature
and provides Model Rules for
associations.

commenced on 1 September 1999. It
deals with the licensing of motor
dealers and record keeping, among
other matters.

commenced on 1 September
1999.Among other matters, the new
Regulation covers records kept by
licensees relating to traceable parts and
the display of signs and licences.

commenced on 1
September 1999. It prescribes, among
other matters, the prime identifier of a
motor vehicle or boat and the
information to be lodged with
applications for the registration of an
interest.

commenced on 1 July 2000. It covered
a range of issues including the forms of
disclosure statements and condition

The Conveyancers Licensing Amendment

(Professional Indemnity Insurance) Act

2000

Registration of Interests in Goods

Amendment Act 1999

The RetirementVillages Act 1999

The Co-operatives Housing and Starr-

Bowkett Societies Act 1998

Fair

Trading (Product Information Standards)

Amendment Regulation 1999

Electrical Safety

(Equipment Safety) Regulation 1994

Electrical

(Equipment Safety) Regulation 1999.

Electrical Safety

(Electrical Installations) Regulation 1998

Electrical Safety

(Electrical Installation) Amendment

(Wiring Rules) Regulation 2000

The Subordinate Legislation Act 1989

The Associations Incorporation Regulation

1999

The Motor Dealers Regulation 1999

The MotorVehicle Repairs Regulation

1999

The Registration of Interest in Goods

Regulation 1999

The RetirementVillages Regulation 2000

Product safety standards

Product safety orders

Electrical safety regulations

Trade measurement review

Subordinate Legislation Act
requirements
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reports as well as issues relating to
village contracts and rules.

was also re-made on 16 June 2000.

and the

were re-made on 1 September
2000.

In addition to Regulations made under
our regular Subordinate Legislation
Review Program, a number of other
Regulations were made on policy and
administrative grounds:

As part of an initiative to improve
consumer protection and enhance
compliance, the following regulations
were made to prescribe offences
subject to a penalty notice:

The use of penalty notices is a more
flexible and cost effective method of
dealing with regulatory breaches.
However, penalty notices do not take
away the person's right to have the
matter determined by a court, and
payment of the penalty does not
constitute an admission of liability or
prejudice any civil claim relating to the
matter.

During the year we undertook a
review of our licensing and business
registration fees and charges. Many had
not been adjusted for some years.As a
result we have introduced a system of
regular Consumer Price Indexed (CPI)
based adjustments. In future, it is
proposed that our fees be adjusted on
an annual basis in line with movements
in the CPI.

Two orders were made under the
Conveyancers Licensing Act 1995
relating to the education course
approved for the purpose of meeting
the qualification requirements for the
granting of a conveyancer's licence:

In line with the Government's program
of regular statute law revision, a

is
prepared each year.Amendments
proposed must be non-controversial
and contain no more than minor
policy changes. During the year we
made amendments to the following
Acts:

During the year the Prices
Commission, established under the

, was
abolished and its functions transferred
to the Independent Pricing and
Regulatory Tribunal.

The Business Names Regulation 2000

Both the FairTrading (Product Safety

Standard) Regulation 2000

Community Land Management Regulation

2000

Conveyancers Licensing Amendment

(Exemption) Regulation 2000

Co-operatives Amendment (Declaration of

Interests) Regulation 1999

FairTrading (Product Information

Standards) Amendment Regulation 1999

FairTrading (Product Information

Standards) Amendment (Petrol Prices)

Regulation 1999

FairTrading (Penalty Notices)

Amendment (Petrol Prices) Regulation

1999

FairTrading (Product Safety Standards)

Amendment (Child Restraints)

Regulation 1999

Home Building Amendment (Forms)

Regulation 1999

Home Building Amendment (Insurance

Exemption) Regulation 1999

Home Building Amendment

(Consequential) Regulation 1999

Pawnbrokers and Second-hand Dealers

Amendment Regulation 1999

Property, Stock and Business Agents

(General) Amendment (s42A Notice)

Regulation 1999

ResidentialTribunal Amendment

(RetirementVillages) Regulation 2000

RetirementVillagesTransitional

Regulation 2000

RetirementVillages (Applications to

ResidentialTribunal) Regulation 2000

RetirementVillages Amendment

Regulation 2000

Travel Agents Amendment (Travel

Compensation Fund) Regulation 2000

Home Building Amendment (Penalty

Notices) Regulation 1999

Landlord andTenant (Rental Bonds)

Amendment (Penalty Notices) Regulation

2000

Property, Stock and Business Agents

(General) Amendment (Penalty Notices)

Regulation 2000

Conveyancers Licensing Order 1999

Conveyancers Licensing Order 2000

Statute

Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill

Associations Incorporation Act 1984

FairTradingTribunal Act 1998

Residential Parks Act 1998

Conveyancers Licensing Act 1995

FairTrading Act 1987

FairTradingTribunal Act 1998

Landlord andTenant (Rental Bonds)

Act 1977

Landlord andTenant Act 1899

Motor Dealers Act 1974

Property, Stock and Business Agents

Act 1941

ResidentialTenancies Act 1987

ResidentialTribunal Act 1998

RetirementVillages Act 1999

Travel Agents Act 1986

Prices Regulation Act 1948

Other amendments

Penalty Notices

Review of licensing fees

Orders

Statute law revision

Spring Session 1999

Budget Session 2000
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Objective two

Maximum compliance with regulatory requirements

This is the second core objective contributing directly to our strategic intent. The

legislative framework creates rights and obligations for business, traders and

consumers. Maximising compliance with these requirements ensures fairness in the

marketplace. It's an important part of our role, achieved by providing information and

education for business and traders, compliance monitoring and enforcement,

complaint handling and dispute resolution, and licensing, registration and

certification information.

These new performance indicators are presented here for the first time.The data collection process will continue to be fine-
tuned to ensure reliability and validity.The results shown will serve as a benchmark against which we will measure future
improvements.

Performance information

Key outcomes/outcome measures Results 1999/2000

1. Outcome:

2. Outcome:

Provision of accurate information to consumers and traders

Effective compliance enforcement and monitoring

Measure:

Measure:

Level of accuracy of information provided

Percentage of prosecutions which are successful

1. In keeping with its new, systematic approach to performance measurement, the Department this year conducted its first
structured survey to independently test the accuracy of information provided to consumers and traders. Sweeney
Research were engaged to conduct a “shadow shopping” exercise. A sample of 386 calls were made to customer contact
areas across the Department, and the response to a range of questions was rated for accuracy, based on sample answers
provided in advance. The contractors found that accurate information was provided in 87% of calls. While this is a
reasonable outcome for a first survey, given the range and complexity of the legislation the Department deals with, the
results show scope for improvement, and will be used as the basis for training and other initiatives. As this was the first
survey, some finetuning to the approach will be needed to maximise the value of the results. The survey will then be
repeated next year.

2. Successful prosecution means prosecutions resulting in convictions and prosecutions where the offence is proven but a
conviction is not recorded.

Interpretation/comment

87% accuracy level

96%

Information and
education

Increased demand

Reaching the regions

Our network of 23 Fair Trading
Centres across NSW dealt with almost
900,000 inquiries during the year
that's up by 28 percent on the previous
reporting period. Demand for the
services provided by our Call Centre
was particularly strong. It dealt with

more than 329,000 calls. In response to
the growing demand for our services
we increased staffing levels and
implemented a number of
comprehensive staff training programs.
We also continued to upgrade and
improve our telecommunications
capabilities.

During the year almost 26,000 formal
complaints were lodged with our Fair
Trading Centres a slight increase over

the previous year. Half of these related
to general products, 26 percent
involved services, 16 percent were
automotive-related, five percent were
classified as building issues while three
percent covered real estate matters.

We are committed to providing
improved services to regional and rural
NSW. Our Regional Access Program is
a key component in achieving that
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Fair Trading Real Estate Building

E-complaints

National Consumers Day

Aboriginal consumers

Our customers now have access to
the full range of the Department's
inquiry and complaint handling
services on-line through our Web site.
This service, introduced in October
1999, provides greater access for
people living in remote areas and the
disabled. Some 1900 customers made
use of the service during the year.
Significantly, almost seven percent of
people formally requesting our
assistance lodged their complaint
forms electronically. Our customers
can also seek assistance via e-mail.

National Consumers Day sees the
States and Territories come together
each year to focus on an important
consumer issue. Last year it was held
on 28 October and the theme was
scams and older Australians. Research
indicates that seniors are frequently
victims of unscrupulous traders,
particularly those targeting seniors in
their home.

To assist seniors combat these
problems,

exposed the most common
scams being perpetrated. Produced
nationally, it was based on a concept
developed by the NSW Department
of Fair Trading and has proved
extremely popular.

Research has consistently shown that
Aboriginal consumers are at a serious
disadvantage when it comes to
tenancy issues, contracts and credit.
During the year the Department
made pleasing progress in its efforts to
get the fair trading message across to
Aboriginal communities in NSW.

We now have 12 Customer Service
Officers who conduct regular
outreach visits to local Land Councils,
Aboriginal Support Centres and other
organisations used by Aboriginal
people to obtain information or
assistance.

Our officers are also making a
valuable contribution to a number of
rehabilitation and welfare programs.
For example, we conduct life skill
workshops for participants of the
Glen Program, a rehabilitation centre
on the NSW Central Coast. Similar
initiatives have been implemented at
the Grafton Correctional Centre and

The Little Black Book of

Scams

objective. Under this program our staff
visit communities across the State to
provide fair trading information and
services. Building sites, petrol flow
meters, scales, scanners and motor
dealers in country areas are also
inspected on a regular basis.

We look to local media outlets to help
us publicise our activities. Over 50

newspapers carry the Department's
monthly columns.These reach some
350,000 residents in regional and rural
NSW.Additionally, we provide regular
outreach services to seven NSW
regional centres. Our services are also
available through Government Access
Centres at Grenfell, Kyogle, Oberon,
Maclean, Nambucca, Gilgandra and
Dorrigo.

Formal complaints received at Fair Trading Centres
by category
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elsewhere.The Department also hosts
open days at Fair Trading Centres and
distributes Aboriginal consumer
information at cultural and sporting
events.

Over the year we produced a range of
information products for the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities and feedback indicates
these materials are proving useful.
Brochures, posters, information cards
and advertising in the Koori Mail focus
on general consumer rights. Fact sheets
on special interest areas such as
tenancies, buying a car, starting a
business and product safety have also
been distributed.

Our Aboriginal Action Plan provides
for a pilot mediation program to be set
up to resolve problems between
Aboriginal housing organisations and
their tenants. It is to provide a
culturally appropriate service to help
Aboriginal tenants and housing
providers reach a mutual, long-term
solution to disputes.

Following consultation with the
Residential Tribunal,Aboriginal
housing providers, the NSW
Aboriginal Land Council, the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs, the
NSW Aboriginal Housing Office,
Aboriginal tenants groups and the
Department of Housing, a draft
mediation model has been developed
and will be refined over the term of
the pilot.

We have engaged an Aboriginal case
manager to facilitate the program and
act as a central point of contact with
Aboriginal housing providers,
Aboriginal tenants and tenants advice
and advocacy groups.The pilot will
concentrate on a limited number of
disputes in order to gauge the
effectiveness of the mediation model.

The third phase of our Olympic and
Paralympic Compliance Program was
implemented during the course of this
year. It is the culmination of three years
hard work on the Department's part.
We are seeking to ensure that
anticipated benefits to the public are
maximised and negative impacts kept
to a minimum.
Issues of particular significance include:

bogus offers via the Internet

country of origin/made in Australia
issues

product safety and labelling.

Our pro-active approach to these
matters included inspection programs
examining retail outlets in the major
tourist precincts in Sydney and those
adjacent to Olympic sites.
Commencing in October 1999,
inspections were conducted at Darling
Harbour,The Rocks, Kings Cross and
Sydney Airport, as well as major
markets at Flemington and Penrith.

As another part of our consumer
protection strategy, we inspected all
completed Olympic and Paralympic
venues. Particular attention was paid to
liquor measurement devices and
packaging.

The Department established a Traveller
Consumer Helpline in the lead up to
the Olympics and Paralympics. During
these events this toll-free facility
provided a 24-hour, seven day a week
service for international and domestic
visitors. It's designed to provide a fast
response to a wide range of potential
consumer problems. The Traveller
Consumer Helpline is now a
permanent service for visitors to New
South Wales. It can be reached on 1300
552 001.

One of our key education strategies in
this area was the production and
targeted distribution of resources aimed
at informing tourists of their consumer
rights and the availability of assistance
services. During the year we developed
a tourist information brochure, counter
displays and stickers designed to help
tourists and promote our Traveller
Consumer Helpline.

The brochure, was
piloted with the tourist industry in
November 1999.The feedback we
received led to a range of design and
content improvements as well as more
effective distribution. In June 2000 we
produced 200,000 copies of the revised
brochure.These were distributed to
travel outlets, and associated advertising
appeared in the inbound tourism
industry newsletter.

In addition, two tenancy fact sheets
one aimed at tenants, the other at

landlords were produced in October
1999.They reinforced tenancy
legislative requirements and emphasised
that reports of lucrative Olympic rental
profits were unrealistic.

Earlier in 2000 we joined forces with a
number of government and non-
government bodies to form the
Olympic/Paralympic Games
Customer Service Steering Committee.
The purpose of this committee was to
foster higher levels of customer service
in the tourism, hospitality and retail
sectors in the lead up to the Games.

The Committee made significant
progress in coordinating customer
service improvements which include
training programs and initiatives
associated with the 'Welcome to the
World' program.The benefits of these
initiatives will be felt within the
targeted industries long after the
closing ceremonies have taken place.

Demand for rental bond and tenancy
services continues to climb. During the
year we processed 286,101 new rental
bond lodgements valued at $269
million.A further 269,983 refunds
worth $235 million and involving
388,376 payments were also handled.
At year's end 513,458 bonds worth
some $446 million were held in trust
for tenants an increase of 3.2 percent
on the previous year.

We strive to make bond refunds as fast
and simple as possible. Over 90 percent
of claims for refunds are made by local
and freecall 1800 fax services. More
than 77,000 claimants directed their
refund to be credited as cash to their
bank account. Demand for counter
services declined again this year with
only 2,243 customers seeking a cash
bond refund from our centralised
service.

During the year 412,693 telephone
callers were assisted by the staff of the
Renting Services Branch, an increase of
9 percent on the previous year.
Awareness of the specialist Aboriginal
Tenancy Queue which is designed to
assist both landlords and tenants from
the Aboriginal community continues
to grow. Up to 150 callers a month
utilise this service.

Aboriginal mediation strategy

Olympic compliance program

Checking Olympic venues

Traveller Consumer Helpline

Olympic information

Gold medal service

Assistance for renters

Have a nice stay,

�

�

�
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Wake of the storm

Don't buy a debt

Helping Queensland

Consumer credit

The Department was represented on
the Recovery Co-ordination
Committee convened by the Premier's
Department following the devastating
hailstorm that stuck Sydney in April
1999. During the year officers in our
Renting Services Branch continued to
provide information on options
available to the parties concerned. In
addition, our compliance teams
reported that the number of consumer
complaints about defective or
unlicensed repairs was relatively small
given the extent of the damage.

REVS the Register of Encumbered
Vehicles provides a valuable service to
people buying cars through private
sales. By checking with REVS, buyers
can find out if the seller still owes
money on the vehicle. It's a simple
precaution that can prevent
repossession.And a $10 REVS
certificate provides proof buyers have
actually searched the register prior to
purchase. It's an additional safeguard
prudent consumers should be aware of.

To highlight the need for a REVS
certificate, we began an extensive
advertising campaign in December
1999, which continued through to
June 2000. It included radio, cinema,
television, press and magazine
advertisements. Cinema advertising was
a feature of the campaign in Canberra
and the Northern Territory while the
radio advertising was directed at Arabic,

Chinese, Spanish, Portuguese and
Russian audiences.The television
advertisements were part of a regional
series and were broadcast on country
stations. Our efforts have paid
dividends. Over the year there was an
11 percent increase in the sale of
REVS certificates.

The decision by Queensland REVS to
out source the provision of its
electronic service delivery has provided
us with an opportunity for further
business growth. In response to our
customers' requests to act as an on-line
broker, we are providing them with
on-line access to the Queensland
database for a small broking fee. It's
providing a cost effective business
option for a number of major
financiers.When it comes to providing
on-line services to industry we have a
proven track record, and our broking
business has been positively received by
customers.

During the year we acted as the lead
agency for two strategies relating to
development of a best practice guide
for two important areas of the National
Credit Code.These related to 'interest-
free' offers and 'balloon repayment'
transactions.The guides are designed to
assist traders understand their
obligations and prevent consumers
from being misled about the terms of
their financial undertakings.They were
developed in consultation with

industry, legal and community groups
and are available from our network of
Fair Trading Centres.

, released in
December 1999, contains extensive
credit information while our
relationship debt package,

was produced in collaboration
with the Department for Women and
released in June 2000. In conjunction
with its release, a fact sheet dealing
with the issue was translated into a
number of languages.

is a fun, interactive
learning experience designed to help
young people deal with consumer
responsibilities and personal financial
management. It includes a Web site and
a video as well as curriculum material
for teachers. It is being produced in
collaboration with the NSW
Department of Education and
Training.

The interactive Web site challenges
students to buy a car, rent a home or
buy a mobile phone while the video
and teaching resources help convert
the information into lessons for
commerce, maths and English students
across NSW. Development of this
package commenced in early 1999 and
was launched in August 2000.

This year we completed a
comprehensive review and upgrade of
our information resources for
contractors and consumers in the
home building market. Shorter
booklets and fact sheets supported a
new guide for builders and
tradespeople.The 36-page publication,

, sets out licensing, insurance and
fair trading requirements.

A similar guide was produced for
consumers.

a fair trading guide for
consumers is 44 pages long and
designed to help consumers through all
stages of home building and renovation
projects. It too is supported by a range
of shorter publications.

We also refurbished our permanent
displays at a Newcastle building display
centre and at the Homebush Super
Centre. In June 2000 we created a new
channel on our Web site
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exclusively with the building side of
residential issues.

We have been selling plain English
home building contracts to contractors
and consumers since May 1997.The
contracts, which have sold well since
their launch, are designed to reduce the
incidence of disputes between the
parties. Steps were taken early this year
to redevelop the contracts to include
GST issues and to accommodate
legislative changes covering private
home warranty insurance.

The exercise also provided us with an
opportunity to upgrade the design and
marketing of the contracts.They now
reflect the Department's corporate style
and new initiatives in the sales area
should generate increased sales and
usage rates.

is our primary
education tool for tenancies. It outlines
the rights and responsibilities of
landlords and tenants.Anyone
managing a property, either as real
estate agent or landlord, must provide a
free copy to new tenants signing leases.
Each year we produce and distribute
over 450,000 copies.

To encourage awareness and use of
we ran a publicity

campaign from September 1999 to
February 2000.The campaign included
billboards at six city railway stations,
posters inside 125 Sydney buses and
advertising in metropolitan and
regional newspapers.An increase in
distribution rates resulted and we
received positive comments from
industry and community groups for the
initiative.

Subsequent market research suggests
that while awareness and use among
English speaking tenants is good,
awareness and take-up rates by NESB
tenants lags well behind and could be
as low as eight percent.Addressing this
issue will be a key aspect of our
marketing plan over the coming year.

Virtually the entire range of our
publications was reviewed, updated and
redesigned to corporate standards
during the year.We have introduced a
system where our comprehensive
guides are supported by inexpensive
fact sheets.Along with greater reliance

on electronic publishing, this has
contributed to significant cost savings
over the past two years.

Our Web site publishing system was
streamlined and our entire range of
publications can be viewed and printed
directly from a publications channel.
This involved 114 titles, including 30
translated publications all in easy to
access PDF format. Our distribution
systems were also reviewed. Extensive
research into alternative methods and
feedback from Fair Trading Centres
indicated that current methods were
appropriate. However, because of the
significant costs involved, some
$100,000 annually and up to three
million items, this area will be subject
to regular scrutiny.

While printed publications remain an
essential means of communicating with
customers, our growing publishing
focus is on our Web site.The current
site was established in 1998 and reviews
since then point to a range of
enhancements.To accommodate the
growing amount of information on the
site, some channels were split and new
ones created. However, the site is
becoming congested and is over-reliant
on text.A major audit of content has
commenced but redevelopment of the
Web site is dependent on imminent IT
upgrading throughout the Department.

During this year we finalised our
sponsorship policy. Because of our role
in the marketplace, we must exercise
the highest levels of probity in our
sponsorship dealings.The policy
underwent extensive review, not only
by the Department, but also by the
Independent Commission Against
Corruption (ICAC), before acceptance.

To pilot the policy, we accepted an
offer to sponsor our high volume
publication,
Preliminary dealings with the sponsor
indicated a range of practical
improvements to the policy and these
were introduced following further
consultation with ICAC.

sponsorship was
approved in May 2000. Hutchison
Telecommunications paid for the
production and distribution of 150,000
copies.This edition, released in August
2000, includes an acknowledgment and
tear-out product response card.The
Department intends attracting further

sponsorship for appropriate products
and activities and we have developed
plans to seek expressions of interest
from the marketplace.

As part of its compliance program the
Department conducts an ongoing
program of inspections of motor
dealers to ensure that fair trading
legislation is being observed within the
industry. During March and April 2000
our investigators inspected the premises
and records of 85 motor dealers in the
Sydney metropolitan area. Only 28
dealers appeared to be fully complying
with the law and 148 penalty notices
were issued for various breaches of the
Motor Dealers Act. Disciplinary
proceedings were commenced against
11 dealers.

We also targeted dealers who display
vehicles for sale outside licensed
premises.This practice generates
complaints, especially when dealers
display vehicles on footpaths making
them unsafe for pedestrians. Over two
weekends this year we issued 70 dealers
on Parramatta Road with 177 penalty
notices.

The Department during the year
targeted consignment vehicle sales in a
bid to minimise possible losses by
consumers. Consignment selling is
attractive to some dealers because it
provides them with an opportunity of
acquiring stock at no cost. Dealers
either charge a fee for the service or
receive a commission on the sale of
consignment vehicles.They are
required to operate trust accounts to
ensure that funds from the sale of
vehicles are available to owners.All
money must be paid into these
accounts within one day and paid out
within 14 days.

We have taken swift action against
licensees who fail to comply with
consignment provisions.Three dealers
had their licences cancelled and in two
cases the directors of the businesses
concerned have been banned from
being involved in the management or
direction of a dealership for a period of
five and three years respectively. In one
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case we suspended the licence and
appointed an administrator to look
after the business.After investigation,
the licence was cancelled.

During the year the Department
investigated allegations about the
widespread sale of adulterated petrol
following information supplied by
industry sources.The blending of
toluene with petrol was an attempt to
avoid the payment of excise duties.

Several service stations were found to
be selling petrol with abnormally high
levels of toluene, and the Minister
issued public warnings about these
under the provisions of the Fair Trading
Act 1987.An ongoing sampling and
testing program was implemented and
a commitment was made that we
would continue to investigate the more
serious cases with a view to taking
enforcement action if sufficient
evidence came to hand.

In March 2000 the Commonwealth
legislation was amended to allow for an
excise to be applied to toluene. It is
anticipated that the amendment will
remove the incentive for substitution.

We are responsible for licensing
pawnbrokers and second-hand dealers.
Our activities are designed to minimise
the trade in stolen goods by ensuring
that certain high-risk items are
properly recorded and we work closely
with the NSW Police Service to
achieve this result.

Routine inspection programs are
carried out and various compliance
options are available to the
Department.These include the issue of
penalty notices and prosecution
through the Local Courts.Where
warranted disciplinary action can be
taken which can result in the loss of
the trader's licence. Many of the
offences carry demerit points, and
accumulation above a certain number
entitles the Department to take
disciplinary proceedings.

During the year we took disciplinary
action against two licensees.Tony
Altavilla, who traded as Woy Woy
Trading Post, had accumulated 64
demerit points and his licence was
subsequently revoked for three years.
Delta Trading Corporation, trading as

Delta Loan Office at Hurstville, had its
licence revoked for two years on the
grounds that it was carrying on the
business in a dishonest and unfair
manner. Both licensees have since
appealed to the Administrative
Decisions Tribunal.

Over the past few years in particular,
Australians have been the target of
many overseas promotions disguised as
lotteries and windfalls.The public is
increasingly open to promotion of
these schemes via the Internet. Many
such scams originate in either the USA
or Canada and are identifiable by the
exaggerated claims made. Generally
respondents either receive jewellery of
dubious value or nothing at all.

Consumer protection agencies are
unable to prevent scam promotions
from reaching Australia through the
post or electronically. However, we
strive to educate the public about the
danger of these promotions through
warnings by our Minister under the
provisions of the Fair Trading Act and
by issuing media releases.

We work with other agencies around
Australia to deal with Internet scams
through regular Internet monitoring
days which are coordinated by the
Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission.We also met with
representatives of the Australian Direct
Marketing Association to discuss ways
to reduce the flood of scam mail into
Australia and the Department was
appointed convenor of a national
working group to develop an
appropriate response.

Pyramid schemes are a constant source
of consumer complaint. Many such
schemes induce people into paying a
joining fee with the promise of quick
and easy money by recruiting new
members. Such schemes are illegal
because it soon becomes impossible to
recruit new members and the pyramid
must inevitably collapse.We
investigated two such schemes recently.

In February 2000 investigators travelled
to northern NSW to work with
regional staff in investigating the
operations of the Phoenix Game.
These participants received warning
letters and following a public warning
from the Minister, the game closed
down.

In the same month we became aware
of a meeting of the Cash Club in Woy
Woy.After discussions with our
investigators the promoters agreed to
cancel the meeting and the Minister
again issued a public warning. Our
inquiries into the Cash Club are
continuing.

During the year two unlicensed motor
dealers in particular found out just how
risky it can be to flout fair trading laws.
In December 2000 Keith Broadley was
prosecuted for operating as an
unlicensed dealer and winding back
odometers. He was ordered to pay fines
and costs totalling $5750.A more
significant penalty was imposed on
Louis Maurice Cesar. He had to pay
$84,624 for similar offences. During
the year the Department prosecuted
eight defendants on 28 counts of
odometer interference and seven
defendants for unlicensed motor
dealing.The total of fines, costs and
compensation was $119,132.

The Department has also adopted a
more effective strategy to deal with the
more serious cases of unlicensed
operators. Once prosecution action has
been commenced, we also apply for
Supreme Court injunctions to prevent
them continuing their activities.
During the year we obtained Supreme
Court injunctions against Stanley
Coulter,Victor Coulter and Keith
Broadley.

These proceedings send a strong
message to anyone thinking about
engaging in this sort of activity. If they
continue operating in breach of
Supreme Court orders, they run the
very real risk of being held in
contempt of the court and ending up
in gaol.

Two serious cases involving the door-
to-door sales of vacuum cleaners
occurred during this year.The
salespeople are alleged to have harassed
consumers, one of whom was
intellectually impaired.This behaviour
is unconscionable, illegal and will not
be tolerated.We have commenced legal
proceedings against both sellers.
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An international organisation trading
under the name of Alpha Club
Australia Pty Ltd was prosecuted by the
Department during the year. It enticed
consumers to pay $5500 to participate
in a scheme that promised members an
opportunity to earn $64,000 within
ten months for introducing new
members. In March 2000 the Alpha
Club was convicted on nine counts of
breaching the pyramid selling
provisions of the Fair Trading Act. Fines
and costs totalling $24,600 were
incurred.Alpha has appealed.

Interaccess and Stella Communications
were two Sydney-based IT companies
that advertised inexpensive Internet
access and cheap long distance phone
calls respectively.They shared a
common characteristic.They accepted
payments from consumers but failed to
deliver the promised services.

They were noteworthy for another
reason.The companies were the brain-
child of a 16-year-old Sydney school
student. In February 2000 we sought
orders in the Supreme Court
prohibiting him from trading.The
Court ordered that he be restrained
from supplying any goods or services
for a period of five years, except on
condition that he does not receive
payment until the goods or services are
provided.The youth was also ordered
to compensate disgruntled customers.

Michael Helsby Knight is well known
to Australasian consumer protection
agencies. He has a long history of
unfair trading activities in Australia and
New Zealand. Knight injects little or
no capital into his enterprises,
preferring to fund his ventures from
advance payments from consumers.
Invariably the promised goods and
services are not supplied. People falling
for his slick sales pitch find themselves
out of pocket.

TheVintage Jean Company,
Teledotcom, Radiobiz, Credit Watch,
Telecom Watch andVJC House of
Linen are just some of the companies
Knight has been associated with.We
have investigated each of his schemes
and in June 2000 instituted
proceedings against him in the
Supreme Court seeking orders to
permanently prohibit him from trading
in NSW.

On 7 August 2000 the Supreme Court
made consent orders permanently
prohibiting Knight from conducting
business in NSW.They restrain him
from operating a business in person,
through a company or partnership, or
through an agent or employee.They
are the most wide-ranging orders of
their type ever obtained by the
Department.

In 1992 Kevin John Sims was banned
from trading as an employment, casting
or modelling agent for five years as a
result of legal action taken by the
Department. Mr Sims charged fees
ranging between $147 and $995 but
failed to provide work or promised
portfolios. But at the end of his
suspension period he was at it again. In
December 1999 Sims was convicted of
ten offences under the Fair Trading Act
1987 and fined $25,000 plus costs.

We were not convinced this was
enough to stop his nefarious activities
so we sought a Supreme Court
injunction to prevent him from trading
in the industry. In June 2000 the Court
ordered that Sims be banned from
working as a modelling, casting or
employment agent in NSW for a 50
year period effectively a life ban.

In June 2000 Healthland Fitness
International Pty Ltd,Australia's largest
fitness centre operator, entered into an
enforceable undertaking with the
Department after it falsely advertised
that its new Sydney gym would have
an indoor swimming pool.The
undertaking was made under section
73A of the Fair Trading Act 1987.

The undertaking required the
company to publish corrective
advertising in Sydney weekly papers
offering consumers a release from any
contracts or agreements if they believe
they were misled by the original claims.
Healthland must also refrain from
representing that facilities are available
on any of its premises unless those
facilities are actually available. In
addition, Healthland must create and
maintain an audited compliance and
complaint monitoring system to help
prevent future contraventions of the
Act.The undertaking can be enforced
through the Supreme Court.

We conducted an investigation into the
affairs of the University Co-operative
Bookshop (UCB) in September 1999
following reports of dissent between
members, staff and some directors.As a
result, an inquiry into the working and
financial conditions of UCB was
conducted by retired magistrate, Dr
Elwyn Elms, under section 405 of the
Co-operatives Act. In a report handed
down in January 2000, Dr Elms
recommended an administrator be
appointed to conduct the affairs of
UCB.

During the inquiry there were a
number of resignations from the board,
with four new directors and a new
chairman appointed. Our decision to
adopt the report's recommendations
was opposed by the newly constituted
board by injunctive action in the
Supreme Court.The UCB argued that
the new board had rectified the
concerns expressed by Dr Elms, and
hence an administrator was no longer
necessary.We then entered into
negotiations with UCB aimed at on-
going supervision of its operations by
the Registry of Co-operatives without
the need to appoint an administrator.
In July 2000 consent orders were filed
with the Supreme Court that included
an undertaking by the Registrar of Co-
operatives not to appoint an
administrator.

Our inspectors visited 479 retail outlets
in the lead up to Christmas last year,
with emphasis placed on discount
outlets and markets. More than 50,000
items were assessed.These included
Christmas lights, toys, candleholders,
candles, Santa bags, inflatable pools and
sunglasses.A number of products were
found to be unsafe or did not comply
with safety laws and were withdrawn.
Some matters are still under
investigation.

With the co-operation of the Royal
Agricultural Society and show bag
distributors, our inspectors examined
the contents of 259 show bags prior to
Sydney's 2000 Easter Show. Only a
small number of products required
further attention.A similar inspection

Product and electrical
safety
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was conducted at the Newcastle
regional show earlier in the year.

Following the death of a ten-year-old
boy in 1999, the Minister asked the
NSW Products Safety Committee to
investigate the safety of portable soccer
goals.A public inquiry was
subsequently held and a number of
options considered.A ban was
considered inappropriate due to the
popularity and versatility of this
product.The development of an
Australian Standard and a law based on
such a Standard was not recommended
because of the difficulties inherent in
regulating a market dominated by non-
commercial manufacturers.

The Committee recommended that a
voluntary guideline addressing all
aspects of portable soccer goal safety be
developed. Essentially, portable goals
should be securely anchored to prevent
injury or death if they are tipped over.
The Guideline was published in
conjunction with Standards Australia
and released in April 2000. More than
4,500 copies of the Guideline have
since been distributed to soccer clubs,
local councils and schools throughout
NSW.The Department will monitor
the implementation of the Guideline
after a suitable period of familiarisation
has elapsed.

During the year our investigators
continued their visits to shops selling
electrical appliances, lighting and other
consumer products.As a result, 59
traders were advised to stop selling
electrical articles that were either
unmarked, unapproved or non-
compliant with standards. Eighty-six
traders were formally warned to
comply with legislative requirements.
Prosecution action is being considered
against four other traders. Six traders
were issued with notices prohibiting
them from selling unsafe electrical
products.

Ninety production models of approved
electrical articles were examined under
the Department's Post Approval
Checking program that requires
approval holders to submit a
production unit for examination.As a
consequence, seven approval holders
were warned for selling a product not
identical to the one approved.The
prosecution of one approval holder is
being considered.

We undertake a regular program of
licensee inspections.This year we paid
particular attention to unlicensed
activity, and to agents who had failed to
lodge returns, or whose returns
indicated failure to comply with
legislation.We conducted 597 general
real estate and licensed conveyancer
inspections in metropolitan and
country areas.A number of these led to
more substantial investigations and legal
action.

Because of concerns expressed by a
large number of consumers about the
conduct of property auctions, we
launched a special inspection program
of on-site auctions and auction rooms
throughout NSW during February
2000. Our officers attended 22 auctions
held in auction rooms where 148
properties were listed for sale.They also
attended 41 on-site auctions.As a
result, valuable information was
obtained which will be assessed by the
Department in its legislative review
program and 26 warning letters were
issued to agents and auctioneers for not
displaying the prescribed signage.The
inspection program is set to continue.

requires agents to have a copy of
the sale contract available prior to
offering residential premises for sale.
Failure to comply with this
requirement can lead to 'gazumping'
because the absence of a contract
means prospective buyers experience
delays in checking details of the
property during which the property
may be sold to another.We successfully
prosecuted a number of agents during
the year for this offence, including Joy
Realty trading as Nationwide Realty,
Kingsford; and Brian Bennett Gorman
and Austcorp No. 411 Pty Ltd, trading
as Richardson and Wrench, Lane Cove.

During February 2000 we commenced
an intensive inspection program aimed
at agents who were not renewing their
own or their corporate licences. Failure
to renew licences endangers the right
of consumers to claim compensation
for financial loss by agents.We were
also keen to ensure that employees had
the necessary certificates.When the
program concluded in March, almost

1900 inspections had been completed.
We have commenced prosecution
action in a number of matters. Our
activities received overwhelming
support from the industry and further
operations are planned. Our Licensing
and Registration Services Branch
reported a significant increase in
inquiries and renewals during, and
following, this operation.

The Department commenced an
inspection program in August 2000
targeting more than 300 residential
parks in NSW which have permanent
residents.This action will support the
extensive educational initiatives we
introduced following the introduction
of the Residential Parks Act 1998.The
program is designed to bring the
requirements of the legislation to the
attention of both park owners and
residents. It will include seminars in
country locations and the distribution
of information material.

In November 1999 the residents of
Pine NeedlesVillage, a residential park
on the NSW Central Coast,
commenced proceeding in the
Residential Tribunal seeking various
orders in relation to their tenancy
agreements, which included the
imposition of charges for water.The
Tenancy Commissioner determined
that it was in the public interest to
intervene as this was the first
opportunity to have the Tribunal
provide an interpretation of the new
utility charges provision of the
Residential Parks Act.

In May 2000, the Tribunal held that the
owner of the Pine Needles village was
not entitled to charge for water usage
and ordered that money paid by the
residents be refunded.The operators of
Pine Needles have since lodged an
appeal with the Supreme Court.

Romaldo Sultana traded as Westside
Business Brokers in Penrith. Following
complaints, we investigated his
activities and found that he had sold
several businesses and placed
advertisements in newspapers
promoting the sale of others. Our
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investigators also found Westside
Business Brokers was trading without
holding or obtaining a business agents
licence. Mr Sultana was prosecuted in
August 1999 and fined $5000.

Edward Kim and Kim and Shin Pty
Ltd traded as Laing and Simmons,
Campsie.An investigation by the
Department found that Mr Kim had
misappropriated $189,000 of trust
account funds in order to set up a golf
course and resort in Queensland.The
Supreme Court appointed a receiver to
the business and Mr Kim eventually
repaid the outstanding funds some
three months later. In December 1999
Mr Kim's personal real estate agents
licence was cancelled for five years and
the corporation's licence permanently
cancelled.

Michael Aitken was a licensed real
estate and stock and station agent in
charge of Parramatta Livestock Pty Ltd.
In 1997 the owners of Leaf's Gully
Farm horse stud engaged Aitken and
his company to conduct an auction sale
of more than 100 horses on their
behalf.After the sale Aitken failed to
fully account to the owners for the
proceeds.There was a shortfall of more
than $22,000.The owners claimed on
the Department's Compensation Fund,
and the Department took disciplinary
action against Aitken and his company.
In January 2000 Michael Aitken and
Parramatta Livestock were permanently
disqualified from holding a licence
under the Property Stock and Business
Agents Act.

We took action against a number of
real estate agents for serious
misconduct involving residential
tenancies during the year.

Steve Kaminski was a real estate
salesperson who provided a residential
tenancy agreement which omitted to
mention that he was a co-tenant of the
property. It also falsely stated the
amount of rent and bond.This led the
Department of Housing to make
overpayments of Special Rent
Subsidies of $1,337.60 to his partner.
In a settlement before the Licensing
Court in June 2000, Mr Kaminski
acknowledged his conduct. He was also
disqualified from holding or obtaining
any licence or certificate under the
Property, Stock and Business Agents

Act for a period of five years. He was
ordered to pay the Department's costs
of $1,162.

Frank Pascale was the property
manager and co-proprietor of Nucifora
Nationwide Realty at Liverpool. In
1997 he took proceedings in the
Residential Tribunal in relation to
unpaid rent, damage to a house and
cleaning expenses incurred on the
termination of a tenancy.The Tribunal
found some of his claims questionable,
and referred the case to the Tenancy
Commissioner. Investigations revealed
Mr Pascale had concocted two false
invoices in an attempt to claim $218 of
a tenant's bond. In October 1999 the
Licensing Court cancelled his licence
and disqualified him from holding a
certificate of registration for six
months. He was also ordered to pay
costs of $1,750.

Stacey Auciello was employed as a real
estate salesperson. Following the lease
of a unit some years ago, a tenant had
paid $520 in bond money.When the
tenant moved to another unit, she
expected the bond money to transfer
with it. But when the tenant sought to
claim the bond in 1999, she found that
it had been claimed in 1994.
Investigations revealed that Ms Auciello
had falsified a claim form and forged
the tenant's signature in order to obtain
the money. In November 1999 the
Licensing Court cancelled her licence
and she was disqualified from holding a
licence for 18 months.

We finalised an extensive audit of the
kitchen installation industry during the
year.The campaign targeted contractors
in the Sydney metropolitan area and
major regional centres including
Newcastle and Wollongong. Our
officers visited more than 400 outlets
and detected a wide range of
contraventions of fair trading
legislation.

The audit established that many
contractors in the industry lacked an
understanding of the requirements of
the Home Building Act. In particular, it
highlighted the lack of awareness
among contractors of the necessity to
hold a licence for this type of work.
Many contractors were also unaware of

the need to provide home warranty
insurance where the labour and
materials exceed $5,000.

In co-operation with the Housing
Industry Association and the
Furnishing Industry Association of
Australia, our officers participated in a
number of forums aimed at providing
members with a better understanding
of how the Home Building Act applies
to their industry. Since this activity the
Department has noted a higher level of
compliance, particularly among large-
scale operators within the industry.

However some smaller scale kitchen
installers are still demonstrating a
willingness to cut corners with price
and quality.We will continue to
monitor the industry and take action
where instances of non-compliance or
unfair practices are detected.

Our Regional Enforcement Activity
Program is designed to inform regional
consumers and contractors of their
rights and obligations when entering
into contracts for residential building
work. During March 2000 the Dubbo,
Condobolin, Parkes and Lake
Cargelligo areas were targeted.A total
of 68 contractors were interviewed
with eight found to be either
unlicensed or operating outside the
scope of their contractor licence.
Eleven warning letters were issued for
various contraventions of the Act.

In June 2000, 15 contactor site visits
were conducted in the Wagga Wagga
area resulting in the issue of four
warning letters. One detailed site
inspection may culminate in the
commencement of disciplinary
proceedings against a licensed
contractor in the Fair Trading Tribunal.
Over the coming year our officers plan
to target a number of other areas,
including Bega,Armidale and Albury.

During the year we successfully
prosecuted 33 defendants for 127
contraventions of the Home Building
Act.These included both licensed and
unlicensed contractors.The Local
Court imposed fines and costs totalling
$119,228. Five disciplinary proceedings
were also commenced.
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During the year the Department issued
1,096 warning letters to contractors
and tradespeople for contraventions of
the Home Building Act and other fair
trading legislation.Their activities will
be monitored and if they contravene
the same provisions again they will be
prosecuted. In these instances the
previously issued warning letter will be
used in court to support our case.

Gary Cohen was a Sydney-based
builder who had held a licence since
1974. In 1998 he formed a company
called Action United Pty Ltd which
was granted a building contractor
licence in the same year. Mr Cohen
was its director and nominated
supervisor.

From May 1997 licensees entering into
building contracts had to take out
private building insurance in their own
names and provide a certificate of
insurance to their clients.While Mr
Cohen had arranged private insurance,
his company wasn't covered.

We received complaints from eight
consumers about Mr Cohen's conduct
between 1997 and 1998.They involved
incomplete work with significant
defects.Two of the contracts were with
Mr Cohen who was not insured at the
time. He later rectified that situation.
The other six contracts were with
Action United Pty Ltd. It had never
been insured. In this case the
complainants were unable to claim on
the private insurers.

We commenced disciplinary action in
the Fair Trading Tribunal against Mr
Cohen for his conduct as an individual,
director and nominated supervisor.At
the same time we also obtained a series
of temporary orders from the District
Court to suspend Mr Cohen's licence.
In December 1999 the Tribunal found
Mr Cohen guilty of improper conduct
and disqualified him from holding a
licence for 10 years.

Following 11 consumer complaints to
the Department, the contractor licence
held by L&R Heritage Roof
Restorations Pty Ltd was cancelled by
the Director-General in April 2000. It
is alleged the company charged for
work that was not carried out, took an
excessive deposit, split contracts, did
not comply with home warranty
insurance requirements and failed to

complete work in a proper manner.Yet
despite the cancellation, it continued to
actively seek work that required a
contractor licence.

As a result, in June 2000 the Minister
publicly named this former licensed
contractor under section 23 of the
Home Building Act.The company has
since gone into liquidation.

A major project to repair defective
fibreglass pools supplied by UFI Pools
and Spas (Illawarra) Pty Ltd or
associated installers was completed in
January 2000. Pools manufactured
between 1990 and 1993 had developed
osmosis related defects, resulting in
blisters and unsightly black spots.The
Department was responsible for their
repair because they were covered by its
Comprehensive Insurance Scheme.
Some 700 pools have now been
rectified since April 1996 at a cost of
$8.1 million, including cash
settlements.

During the year 46,725 people sought
information from the Strata Schemes
and the Community Schemes
Commissioner on matters relating to
strata or community living an increase
of nine percent on the previous
reporting period. Improvements to the
telephone queue line service meant
that 93 percent of all calls were
answered.

Under the Strata Schemes
Management Act, mediation must be

attempted before an application can be
made to the Strata Schemes
Adjudicator. Our skilled mediators
encourage people to resolve disputes
without resorting to more formal and
expensive adjudicative procedures
where a decision is imposed, rather
than agreed to.

Our Strata Schemes and Mediation
Services Branch received 881
applications for mediation during the
year, a 2.5 percent increase on the
previous year. Individual owners
represented 69 percent of all
applications with 61 percent involving
either alterations to common areas or
breaches of by-laws.

Over 57 percent of these matters were
resolved through mediation while the
number of applications lodged for
adjudication rose from 369 to 470.This
is substantially less than the annual
average of 1,300 processed in the years
prior to the introduction of mediation
in 1997.

Amendments to the Home Building
Act made in 1997 established a Home
Warranty Insurance Scheme that
replaced the government operated
schemes.The following five companies
or their agents were approved by the
Minister for Fair Trading to offer
Home warranty insurance:

HIH Casualty and General

Home Owners Warranty

Mercantile Mutual Insurance
(Australia)

Zurich Australia Ltd

Dexta Corporation.

Complaint handling
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�

�
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Contractors undertaking residential
building work valued at over $5,000
are obliged to provide consumers with
insurance cover of at least $200,000 for
a period of seven years.This protects
consumers against loss from defective
or incomplete work by the builder or
tradesperson.And in a move designed
to provide even greater protection to
consumers, since November 1999 the
Act has linked the renewal of a licence
to the eligibility of certain categories of
contractors and tradespeople to obtain
insurance in order to prevent insolvent
or unviable businesses undertaking
large scale building work.

The intention of the private insurance
scheme is to provide consumers with
direct access to the insurer for claims
processing and to enable insurers to
take recovery action against the
contractor.The Department monitors
approved insurers' claims-handling
procedures and provides information to
consumers on avenues for dispute
resolution. During the year the
Department hosted meetings and
discussions with insurers and industry
to improve operations of the scheme,
particularly in areas of dispute
resolution and reporting requirements.

Recent amendments to the Home
Building Act 1989 mean the
Department now examines the
eligibility of applicants for home
warranty insurance before it decides to
grant, renew or restore certain

categories of contractor licences. Home
warranty insurance must be taken out
for all projects where the value of
labour and materials exceeds $5,000.

All 118,000 licence holders were
advised in September 1999 of the
critical nexus that now exists between
the issue of a licence and the ability to
obtain home warranty insurance. Due
to the large number affected, it was
decided to progressively implement the
new requirements, commencing with
30,000 building contractors.

In the eight months to June 2000, the
Department received over 21,000
applications for renewal by affected
contractors. Some 60 percent provided
details of insurance.Those failing to
provide this information had a
condition imposed on their licence
restricting them from contracting for
work in excess of $5,000. It appears
many licensees are not actively engaged
in undertaking building work but are
retaining their licence for professional
purposes such as TAFE teachers and
building consultants.

The Trade Measurement Act 1989
applies to all measurements made for
trade purposes.The legislation aims at
promoting fair trade in relation to
transactions conducted by reference to
measurement. It also provides
protection from inaccurate
measurement.

A major focus of the trade
measurement compliance inspection

Building licence insurance link

Supermarkets targeted

Licensing, registration
and certification

Trade measurement

program for the 1999-2000 financial
year was in-house packing and
weighing practice and procedures for
food items by supermarket chains.This
program resulted in a substantial
increase in the number of successful
prosecutions instigated by the
Department.

The trade measurement inspection and
technical services also provided
substantial technical support to our
investigations into alleged fuel
substitution.The support included
research into the current standards for
fuel, identification of testing
laboratories, evaluation of test methods,
development of sampling procedures
and analysis of reporting test results.

The licensing of service organisations
to certify measuring instruments in use
for trade is an ongoing activity. Some
200 organisations are licensed to
conduct the majority of routine testing.
Our inspectors monitor their work and
concentrate on the compliance aspects
of the trade measurement legislation.

During the year we conducted industry
advice seminars for servicing
organisations in Coffs Harbour, Port
Macquarie, Sydney and Moama. Our
staff also gave presentations on the
requirements of trade measurement to
industry associations and delivered in-
house training sessions to a number of
private service companies.

The physical and legal traceability of
measurement standards is crucial to the
trade measurement system. Our
Standards Laboratory calibrated some
3,500 reference standards of
measurement for both internal and
external clients during the year.

Fuel substitution

Licensed service organisations

Industry seminars

Laboratory operations
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Objective three

Accountable use of public resources

Our third key objective acknowledges that we are accountable to Parliament, the

Minister and the public for the use of community resources. We aim to provide

customer-focused services that align with the Government's social justice objectives

and which are designed and delivered in the most economical, efficient and

cost-effective way.

This new performance indicator is presented here for the first time.The data collection process will continue to be fine-tuned to
ensure reliability and validity.The results shown will serve as a benchmark against which we will measure future improvements.

Performance information

Key outcomes/outcome measures Results 1999/2000

91%

69%

90%

98%

95%

Overall quality of service

Waiting time for a service

Staff's knowledge of subject

Politeness of service staff

Helpfulness of service staff

In keeping with its new, systematic approach to performance measurement, the Department this year conducted its first
structured annual survey to independently test the level of customer satisfaction with the services it provides directly to the
public. ACNielsen were engaged to conduct the survey. A sample of 410 customers, randomly selected from those who had
contacted any of these areas within the past week, were telephoned and asked to respond to a questionnaire. The
percentages above indicate those customers satisfied, or very satisfied, with DFT's services. While these are positive first
results, waiting times is one area which the Department is looking at more closely. Many services can be provided promptly;
however, there are some very heavy traffic areas which place extremely high demands on the available resources. More
work is being done on options to address this. The survey will be repeated next year.

Outcome:

Measure:

Customer-focused operations

Level of customer satisfaction with DFT's services:

Interpretation/comment

�

�

�

�

�

Monitoring our
performance

�

�

�

�

�

Customer service profile
We conducted our second annual
customer profile survey during the year.
It is designed to tell us the proportion
of our customers in various equity
target groups:

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders

People who speak a language other
than English at home

Women

People in non-metropolitan areas

People aged under 25 and over 65

The survey highlights groups that may
be having difficulties accessing our
services.The information is used to
identify areas for action in future
planning. Overall, the results of this
year's survey show the proportion of
customers from most of these target
groups is close to, or exceeds, their
representation in the NSW population.
The survey also charts the effectiveness
of our programs for these groups. For
example, it revealed that we are
increasing our accessibility for

Aboriginal customers, particularly in
locations where Aboriginal staff have
been appointed.

In accordance with our quality plan,
five quality improvement projects were
completed during the year. A review
of the processes involved in lodging
annual statements and fees by
incorporated associations was finalised
with the introduction of our new
business registration system in
November 1999.A service that allows
our customers to lodge inquiries and

Quality and guided self-
assessment
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complaints via the Department's Web
site was also introduced. It's a very
convenient service for the disabled,
rural consumers and the Internet
community.

In addition, a guide for staff working
on projects involving consultation with
community and interest groups was
developed.The processes involved in
collecting learning and development
data were also reviewed. Procedures
associated with the administration of
the annual real estate audit program
were reviewed as well, with a number
of efficiency and cost-saving measures
being identified.

We pursued our commitment to
benchmarking during the year, taking
part in a best practice benchmarking
workshop organised by the Australian
Quality Council. In addition, we have
commenced our own Call Centre
benchmarking project. Our Guarantee
of Service was updated and relaunched
in March 2000, and is available on our
Web site.

Because of the range and depth of
information captured by the new
performance indicators discussed on
page 3, the results from these will
replace guided self-assessment as the
focus for our quality improvement
projects, at least for the short to
medium term.

With the establishment of the
Administrative Decisions Tribunal,
certain decisions of the Director-
General or his delegates relating to the
refusal, cancellation, suspension or
imposition of conditions or restrictions
on licences or certificates can be
reviewed by the Tribunal. Prior to a

Explaining our actions

Licensing activity

Motor Dealers 502 418 487 4,221

Travel Agents 182 141 157 1,551

Pawnbrokers & Second hand Dealers 1,973 435 398 1,475

Private Employment Agents* 459 703 2,336

Public Weighbridge 11 14 5 90

Trade Measurement Services 28 27 10 201

Property, Stock & Business Agents 1,240 1,384 1,602 23,927

Valuers 174 142 139 4,493**

Conveyancers 43 47 84 241

Building 10,234 11,069 11,436 153,228

*Previous numbers not available as Department of Fair Trading only assumed responsibility for Private Employment Agents on 1 July 1998
** This figure includes 832 non-practising valuers

New Licences 97/98 New Licences 98/99 New Licences 99/00 Current

review by the Tribunal, applicants can
request a statement of reasons for the
decision and the Department must
undertake an internal review. Our
Licensing Branch now provides detailed
statements of reasons to customers
automatically.This information allows
customers to make an informed
decision whether it is worthwhile
pursuing the matter further.

Last year we introduced a new
computer system to support the
administration of the registration of
business names and the incorporation of
associations.The new system, known as
BRS, was designed and developed in-
house. It is a state of the art Windows
based system that enables a substantial
level of automated decision-making to
be introduced into the registration
process. Despite encountering a number
of hurdles during the development and
implementation phases, the system came
on-line in November 1999.

This development has dramatically
improved the level of service we can
provide to our business customers. It
allows our network of Fair Trading
Centres to register business names and
associations on-the-spot. Our regional
customers no longer have to wait 24
hours for applications to be processed by
our Sydney office.
Following the introduction of BRS in
our Sydney and Parramatta Fair Trading
Centres, a roll-out of the system took
place around the State.The roll-out was
completed on schedule when the
Albury Fair Trading Centre linked in
June 2000.We are confident the
automation provided by BRS, together
with its user friendliness, will translate
into tangible benefits for our customers.

Our Business Licence Information
Service (BLIS) is a convenient one-stop
shop for businesses seeking to find out
precisely what State and
Commonwealth licences or permits
apply to their operations. Earlier this
year, as part of the preparatory work for
the Internet version of BLIS, all NSW
Government agencies were requested to

Better business services

BLIS the next generation

Improving our services
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check the accuracy of the information
provided by BLIS.This helped ensure
the Internet version was as up-to-date
as possible.
The Internet version of BLIS was
released in March 2000 and allows
small businesses to access its services 24
hours a day.When customers have
finished searching, they can order a
complete package of licence
information and application forms
which will then be forwarded to them
by conventional mail, electronic mail or
facsimile. BLIS has always been a great,
free service for business, and it is now
even better.The Internet version can
be accessed on
www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au

The popularity of the REVS Web site,
launched in May 2000, has exceeded
our expectations. In its first two
months of operation over 10,000
transactions were recorded, 38 percent
of which were public inquiries.The
Web site provides consumers, financiers
and motor dealers with 24-hour, seven
day a week access to information on
vehicles registered in NSW, the ACT,
the Northern Territory, Queensland,
Victoria and South Australia.

The Rental Bond Internet Service
(RBIS) is a cost-effective, business-to-
business e-commerce initiative that will
enable NSW real estate agents to
authorise the refund of residential
rental bonds to tenants, among other
functions. During the year we oversaw
the detailed scoping, development and
testing of the service, with a pilot
service that commenced in July 2000.
The RBIS promises to deliver
significant advantages to agents,
landlords and tenants.

E-commerce and technology-based
business services are becoming
increasingly popular with the business
community and the general
community.The Department has
recently embarked on a project that
will facilitate a fundamental shift
towards doing business on-line with
government, providing significant
benefits to all parties over the long
term.

It is anticipated that the ESD On-line
Registry Project will be completed in
three phases.The first will commence
with a feasibility study to determine

whether we should continue with the
planned development strategy or
pursue another alternative. Subsequent
phases could result in the development
of a common interface to our licensing
and business registration systems to
allow electronic lodgement of
applications and annual reports, access
to renewal processes, on-line search
facilities and other basic transactions,
such as register searches and changes of
details.

The aims of the project are to:

assist the Department keep pace with
rapid improvements in Internet
technology-based initiatives, such as
Electronic Service Delivery, within
the business community

achieve ongoing improvements in
customer service

broaden the range of service options
available to customers

provide greater, more efficient access
to government services from any
location within or outside the State.

Our customers can gain access to the
Registers of Business Names and
Incorporated Associations by either
direct contact with us or through
authorised private information brokers.
During the year, the number of
authorised information brokers
contracted to the Department
increased from eight to ten.This
service is very popular, with the vast
majority of inquiries to the Registers
being made via the broker network.

During the year we conducted a
review of product recall procedures at
both a local and national level.We are
now seeking inter-government support
for a national review of the product
recall powers and procedures within
Fair Trading portfolios in Australia and
New Zealand.

To ensure a whole of Government
approach to the provision of rental
statistics to the public, the Department
signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with the Department of
Housing that covers the production
and distribution of statistics.This will
lead to the establishment of one
consistent and comprehensive source of
information on the rental market in
NSW.

During the year we introduced a
fortnightly reporting system for high
priority cases.The system keeps the
Executive abreast of their progress,
streamlines decision making and
ensures a strategic corporate approach
to determine the most appropriate
enforcement options.

In 1999 we contracted for the
development and implementation of a
new database and case management
system referred to as 'SCAM'. It will
accommodate all our investigations and
legal activities and provide greatly
improved reporting and search facilities
that will be available to both head
office and regional compliance officers.
The system is scheduled to be
operational later in 2000.

Our Access and Equity Strategy
provides a framework for ensuring our
programs meet the needs of all our
customers.This year we integrated our
Equal Employment Opportunity
projects with the Access and Equity
Strategy.This was in recognition of the
synergies between the projects to
benefit customers and staff. During the
year we focused our initiatives on
improving services to Aboriginal
people, women, people from non-
English speaking backgrounds and
people with disabilities.

We are currently reviewing our
language services in a bid to improve
the services we provide to customers
whose first language is not English. For
example, accredited bilingual frontline
staff will wear badges indicating the
community languages they speak.
Using the results of the customer
profile survey as a guide, we have
identified Fair Trading Centres where
extra bilingual staff are needed.This
information is also being used in
recruitment and staff rotation decisions.
A full report on our Ethnic Affairs
Priorities Statement is included at
Appendix 19.

The Community Language Allowance
Scheme (CLAS) is an allowance paid to
accredited bilingual staff. It helps us
assist customers with basic consumer
inquiries in languages other than
English and we encourage bilingual
staff to sit for the CLAS exam.
Currently 67 of our staff who speak a

REVS on-line proves popular

Internet bond service

Our electronic future

Business names brokers

Product recalls

Consistent rental statistics

Executive case management

Development of SCAM

Access and equity strategy

Language services

Community Language Allowance Scheme
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1140 Staff currently employed in Dept of Fair Trading @ 30 June 2000.
Staff numbers do not include statutory appointments.

Dept of Fair Trading staff classification profile
Library No. SES No. Senior Officers No. Clerks No.

Senior Librarian 1 Director-General 1 Senior Officer 7 Clerk Grade 12 29

Senior Library Tech 0 Senior Executive Officer 7 Clerk Grade 11/12 14
Librarian 2 Clerk Grade 11 25
Technician 1 Clerk Grade 9/10 98

Clerk Grade 7/8 140
Clerk Grade 5/6 175
Clerk Grade 3/6 40
Clerk Grade 3/4 229
Clerk Grade 1/2 261
Clerk General Scale 12

Legal Officer Grade IIII 17 Clerical Off Grade 3/4 16 Clerical Asst Class 1 1 Media Officer 1

Legal Officer Grade III 1 Clerical Off Grade 1/2 53 Clerical Asst Gen Scale 1

Legal Officer Grade IIIIV 2

Legal Officer Grade IV 2
Legal Officer GradeV 3

Legal Officer GradeVI 1

Total 26 Total 69 Total 2 Total 1

Total 4 Total 8 Total 7 Total 1,023

total of 25 languages receive the CLAS
allowance.

We translate key publications into
community languages.This year we
updated and translated

into 17 languages and three
credit fact sheets were translated into
three community languages.We also
translated the general fact sheet

into 21 languages.A
building checklist was translated into
four languages and Strata Living is
being translated into Chinese. In
addition, contact stickers for
community works were produced in
20 languages and we commenced
making our translated materials
available on our Web site.

The implementation of our Aboriginal
Action Plan proceeded smoothly
during the year with several projects
becoming a permanent component of
the Department's programs.As our 12
Aboriginal Customer Service Officers
have settled in, the regions have
developed innovative local projects to
build links with Aboriginal
communities and improve the delivery
of our services. Our customer service
profile survey revealed that more
Aboriginal consumers are turning to us
for assistance.

During the year our Aboriginal
Employment Strategy helped increase
the proportion of Aboriginal
employees from one percent to 2.5
percent.The Department's Aboriginal
Network meets three times a year to
formulate ways to support Aboriginal
staff. It also organises an annual
Aboriginal Staff Conference and
ensures Aboriginal staff have a career
path management plan and access to
training and development.

We intend conducting a formal review
of our Aboriginal Action Plan during
the coming year.

The following outcomes were achieved
in the course of this year:

Increase in respondents to EEO
survey to 96 percent

EEO included in corporate planning
framework

Conference conducted on meeting
the needs of the Aboriginal
community and supporting
Aboriginal staff

Support networks established for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
staff, spokeswomen and staff with a
disability

Spokeswomen's Strategic Plan
developed

International Women's Day
scholarships established for two
women to attend women's
development training

Two staff featured in the booklet The
Changing Roles of Women,Women
On-Line, Stories by Women in IT

Aboriginal staff representation is 2.5%

Two officers with overseas experience
placed in the Department as part of
the Migrant Work Experience
Program

Staff from non English speaking
backgrounds provided with
opportunity to attend Skillmax course

EEO policies available on our
computer system

Our goals for 2000/2001 are:

Staff exit interviews conducted

Career planning package for staff
developed

Information on mentoring to all staff

3% representation of all Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander staff

Flexible Working Hours Agreement
implemented

Staff with a disability requiring
adjustment, provided with appropriate
adjustment

Review of staff selection in
accordance with outcomes of the
Merit Review.

Translations

The Renting

Guide

We

Can HelpYou

Aboriginal action plan

Equal Employment Opportunity
report

Administrative initiatives
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Subgroup as percent of

total staff at each level

Subgroup as estimated percent of total staff at each level
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< $26,276

$26,276 - $38,582 347 95% 23% 77% 2% 32% 28% 12% 6%

$38,583 - $48,823 277 97% 35% 65% 5.60% 34% 26% 7% 2.20%

$48,824 - $63,137 352 97% 53% 47% 1.80% 21% 17% 12% 3.80%

> $63,137 (non SES) 152 96% 68% 32% 21% 15% 14% 6.20%

SES 8 100% 75% 25% 13%

Total 1,136 96% 42% 58% 2.50% 27% 22% 11% 4.30%

Estimated subgroup totals 1,096 476 660 28 309 254 124 49

Note:Above table does not include casual staff.

Percent of Total Staff by Level

Percent of Total Staff by Employment Basis

Note: Figures for EEO groups other than women have been adjusted to compensate for the effects of non response to the EEO
data collection. EEO statistics reported in years prior to 1998 may not be comparable due to a change in the method of estimating
EEO group representation.

-

Subgroup as % of total

staff in each category

Subgroup as estimated percent of total staff in each
employment category
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Permanent Full-time 924 97% 46% 54% 2.70% 28% 23% 12% 4.50%

Part-time 93 95% 9% 91% 22% 18% 7% 6.80%

Temporary Full-time 86 94% 35% 65% 3.70% 27% 22% 7% 1.20%

Part-time 17 88% 6% 94% 20% 13%

Contract SES 8 100% 75% 25% 13%

Non SES 8 100% 75% 25% 13% 13% 13%

Casual 20 50% 20% 80% 30% 30% 10% 10.00%

TOTAL 1,156 96% 42% 58% 2.40% 27% 22% 11% 4.40%

Estimated subgroup totals 1,106 480 676 28 315 260 126 51
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Business registration integrated

Co-operatives move to Bathurst

Statutory home building
insurance wind-down

Human resource developments

Investigator training

Accommodation/communication
strategies

Network replacement project

Saving energy

GST ready

Y2K compliance

During the year the operations of the
Sydney Business Registration Service
Centre were integrated with the
Sydney Fair Trading Centre.As a result,
our customers now have access to the
full range of consumer protection,
business registration and association
incorporation services at one location.
The success of the establishment of a
one-stop shop for our city customers
was followed by the integration of the
same services at our Parramatta Fair
Trading Centre and regional Fair
Trading Centres.

In January 2000 the Registry of Co-
operatives relocated from Bankstown in
Sydney to Bathurst. Bathurst was
chosen in part because the
Government had earlier established the
Australian Centre for Co-operative
Research (ACCORD) as a joint
venture between the University of
Technology Sydney and Charles Sturt
University based on the Bathurst
campus.The move, which was
completed ahead of schedule and
within budget, has provided the local
economy with a welcome boost and is
part of the Government's commitment
to regional development opportunities
in NSW.

Following the closure in May 1997 of
the Government funded
Comprehensive and Special Insurance
schemes , there has been a significant
decrease in the number of claims
processed. During the year claims fell
from 799 to 507. Claims for general
defects expired in May 2000 and claims
for major structural defects will expire
in May 2004.The number of eligible
insurance claims is set to decrease
markedly in the years ahead.

We have now commenced planning to
achieve an orderly wind-down of the
scheme. In consultation with the Public
Service Association and affected staff, a
Workforce Management Plan has been
drafted to achieve a reduction in
operating costs in line with decreasing
activity. It aims to identify the timing of
staff reductions and incorporates a
major training component to assist staff
find alternative positions.

Following a review by the Office of
the Council on the Cost of

Government we have moved from
face-to-face training to on-line
learning. During the year a number of
on-line training manuals were released.
These include material on performance
planning and feedback as well as staff
induction.Work has commenced on
modules dealing with reporting
workplace injuries and an introduction
to communication skills for supervisors
and managers.

A system of performance planning and
feedback was introduced in December
1999 and staff and supervisors trained
in the new procedures.The initial six-
month reporting and feedback period
passed successfully and we are currently
reviewing the system.

Negotiations on a new flexible
working hours agreement were
finalised during the year. It
acknowledges the commitments of staff
to work and families.The agreement
supports service delivery requirements
and provided staff with options to
manage work commitments and
address transport difficulties during the
Olympics.

The CHRIS payroll system was
introduced during the year in order to
achieveY2K compliance.To assist users
of the system, a payroll processing
manual was developed. It is a live
document that is available to payroll
staff on-line.

The training provided to our
compliance staff was given high
priority during the year. In July 1999
the first group of 20 personnel
attended a five-day residential
investigation course conducted by
Charles Sturt University at the
Goulburn Police Academy.

The course concentrates on core
investigation skills, including
identifying elements of the offence and
possible defences, the requirements of
the Evidence Act, interviewing skills
and statement taking, exhibit handling
and courtroom techniques and tactics.
A further 31 head office investigators
and regional inspectors attended similar
courses in April, May and June 2000.

Internal training was also provided to
investigators on the operation of the
penalty notice scheme, recording and
maintaining evidence and the
electronic recording of interviews.

Following the completion in 1999 of
our CBD Strategic Accommodation
Plan, we successfully implemented a
Virtual Private Telecommunication
Network spanning our CBD and
Parramatta locations together with the
Penrith Call Centre.This significantly
enhanced the telecommunications
services to our broad range of external
clients as well as substantially reducing
our operational costs. In addition to the
Virtual Private Network, a number of
Fair Trading Centres had their
telecommunication facilities upgraded
to improve service delivery.

The Network Operating System
(NOS) replacement project was
initiated in 1999 as a 'critical business
continuity' project. Our current system
is based on the BanyanVines product
which is to be 'sunset' in early 2001,
exposing the Department to potential
business and technology risks. Funding
of $1.56 million was sought and
granted from Treasury to undertake the
project encompassing the selection,
design and implementation of a
replacement Network Operating
System.The project commenced in
April 2000 and will be completed by
June 2001.

We are committed to achieving savings
in energy usage and to sustained energy
management principles.We have two
sites that purchase electricity on the
open market including six percent of
power from renewable sources and are
working towards reducing energy
consumption in all our tenancies. Our
Energy Management Plan was finalised
earlier this year.

We were GST ready by 30 June 2000.
Over 99 percent of our revenue has
been determined as exempt from taxes,
fees and charges under the new tax
arrangements. Our financial
management system was upgraded to
comply with GST requirements and
staff were provided with the
information and training needed to
help them implement new procedures.
Our licence and registration forms
were also amended to comply with the
relevant legislation.

OurY2K program covered every aspect
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of the Department's operations and
involved a threefold approach:

a review of legislation to determine if
date change problems might affect
our statutory obligations

a review of our internal systems,
which were amended and tested
where necessary

a comprehensive advertising
campaign to raise awareness ofY2K
issues among consumers and traders.

The Department was rated 100 percent
ready by the Office of Information
Technology in September 1999.The
total budget for theY2K project was
$14 million.

In March 2000 we completed a service
delivery plan to identify and manage
the impact of the Sydney Olympics on
our operations.We introduced more
flexible working hours during the
Olympics as well as temporarily
relocating some staff to office locations
closer to home.We also provided some
40 staff to assist various agencies
involved in staging the event.

We have been a leading agency in
implementing records policies and
practices flowing from the
implementation of the State Records
Act 1998.We have introduced a suite
of policies, manuals and training
material, some of which is being used
by the State Records Authority of
NSW as examples of best practice.

During the year we engaged the
services of a Rehabilitation
Coordinator to assist with the
management of return to work
arrangements for staff following both
work related and non-work related
injuries.This enables us to meet our
legislative requirements and advance
the well being of staff through our
strategies to improve management of
workers compensation and general risk
management.

A Business Continuity Plan to provide
for ongoing operations of all essential
functions in emergency circumstances
has been under development.
Electronic data is stored offsite.

We have a staff code of conduct and
have developed strategic plans covering

a range of essential functions such as
information technology,
telecommunications and
accommodation.We have introduced a
records management system that is
supported by a number of key policies
aimed at meeting our records keeping
responsibilities under the State Records
Act.

We are part of the NSW Treasury
Managed Fund, the State Government's
self-insurance scheme.The Fund is
administered on behalf of the
Government by GIO Australia and
covers the Department for workers'
compensation, comprehensive motor
vehicle, property loss and public
liability, as well as miscellaneous cover.
Coverage is for all the Department's
operations, worldwide.

Our two major risk areas are workers'
compensation and motor vehicles and
we have developed strategies to ensure
our exposure to risk is minimised.
Policies covering the use and
maintenance of motor vehicles, and
occupational health and safety are in
place.We also have an active
occupational health and safety Working
Committee as well as Workplace
Committees operating at strategic
locations throughout the Department.
The Working Committee identifies
whole of department OH&S issues and
makes recommendations to the
Executive on policy development. It
also promotes our OH&S policy
statement and actively pursues its
implementation.

The Co-operative Development Fund
is designed to assist the NSW co-
operative sector grow and remain a
viable sector of our economy. During
the year we provided funding for two
feasibility studies into enhancing
competition in the petroleum industry
and the development of co-operative
structures with the potential to lower
petrol prices in NSW.We also provided
grants to facilitate research into two
energy-related co-operatives in the
HunterValley and mid-North Coast
regions of NSW.

Grants were also provided to the
organisers of the 2000 Workshop for

Consumer Co-operatives and the
Labour Co-operative which prepared a
series of working papers focussing on
the 'peripheral' workforce adversely
affected by the BHP closure in
Newcastle.We continued to support
the Australian Centre for Co-operative
Development (ACCORD) as part of
the Government's commitment to assist
ACCORD during its first three years
of operation.

Submissions for funding are made to
the Registry of Co-operatives where
each application is assessed for
eligibility against predetermined
selection criteria before being reviewed
for approval.

The Department of Fair Trading
oversees a number of grants programs.
Broadly, these can be categorised into
grants provided to community-based
organisations or grants provided to
industry bodies. The Department gives
priority to organisations whose services
or projects target people from
disadvantaged backgrounds.

The Department complements its own
consumer information and protection
services by funding community based
organisations to provide advice,
information advocacy and community
education on issues related to the
legislation administered by the
Department. These areas include
tenancy, financial counselling and credit
and debt issues.

In 1999/2000, we provided $5,689,902
to community groups to assist people
under the Tenants' Advice and
Advocacy Program, the Financial
Counselling Trust Fund, Credit
Counselling Program,The Aged Care
Rights Service and the Tenancy
Housing and Information Unit.

We also provide grants for the property
services and home building industry to
fund education, training or research
projects that will result in enhanced
service to the consumers of those
industries. In the 1999/2000 funding
year, $957,253 was provided from
statutory interest funds and
consolidated revenue toward the
Property Services Grants Program and
the Home Building Grants Program.

Details of individual grants are
presented in Appendix 12.

Olympic preparedness

Information management

Occupational health and safety

Risk management and insurance

Co-operatives Development
Fund

Grants

Community Grants

Industry Grants

�

�

�

Support for external
organisations
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DEPARTMENT OF FAIR TRADING

STATEMENT BY DEPARTMENT HEAD

Pursuant to Section 45F (1) of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983,

I state that:

(a) the accompanying financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Public
Finance and Audit Act 1983, the Financial Reporting Code for Budget Dependent General Government
Sector Agencies, the applicable Clauses of the Public Finance and Audit (General) Regulation 1995 and the
Treasurer's Directions;

(b) the statements exhibit a true and fair view of the financial position and transactions of the Department; and

(c) there are no circumstances, which would render any particulars included in the financial statements to be
misleading or inaccurate.

Director-General
Department of Fair Trading

27 September 2000

D B O'Connor
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DEPARTMENT OF FAIR TRADING

OPERATING STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2000

Operating expenses
Employee related 2(a) 73,812 75,124 73,868
Other operating expenses 2(b) 32,485 33,153 33,332

Depreciation and amortisation 2(c) 5,567 3,500 3,998
Grants and subsidies 2(d) 3,543 4,610 4,313
Other expenses 2(e) 2,825 1,716 2,350

Less:

Sale of goods and services 3(a) 12,125 11,729 11,397
Investment income 3(b) 2,165 3,216 1,802
Retained fees and fines 3(c) 22,571 18,940 18,767
Grants and contributions 3(d) 6,439 19,110 19,962
Other revenue 3(e) 24,783 13,944 17,987

4 (19) - 13

24(a)

Recurrent appropriation (Net of transfer payments) 5 46,978 46,353 44,702
Capital appropriation 5 2,603 2,689 660
Acceptance by the Crown Entity of employee entitlements
and other liabilities 6 3,920 5,015 3,915

NOTES ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL
2000 2000 1999
$'000 $'000 $'000

EXPENSES

Total Expenses 118,232 118,103 117,861

Retained Revenues

Total retained revenues 68,083 66,939 69,915

Gain/(loss) on sale of non-current assets

NET COST OF SERVICES 50,168 51,164 47,933

Government Contributions

Total Government Contributions 53,501 54,057 49,277

SURPLUS FOR THEYEAR 3,333 2,893 1,344

The accompanying notes form part of these statements.
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NOTES ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL

ASSETS $'000 $'000 $'000

TOTAL ASSETS 72,256 76,160 68,179

Total Current Liabilities 13,510 8,025 13,369

Non Current Liabilities

EQUITY

2000 2000 1999

Current Assets

Total Current Assets 39,312 35,905 38,223

Non Current Assets

Total Non Current Assets 32,944 40,255 29,956

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities

Total Non Current Liabilities 868 5,200 811

TOTAL LIABILITIES 14,378 13,225 14,180

NET ASSETS 57,878 62,935 53,999

TOTAL EQUITY 57,878 62,935 53,999

The accompanying notes form part of these statements

Cash 8 12,302 14,184 14,238
Investments 9 20,486 19,681 19,326
Receivables 10 6,524 2,040 4,659

Plant and equipment 11 27,911 35,253 24,892
Investments 12 5,033 5,002 5,050
Receivables 13 - - 14

Accounts payable 14 2,190 4,025 1,484
Employee entitlements 15 6,881 4,000 6,772
Other 16 4,439 - 5,113

Employee entitlements 15 868 800 811
Other - 4,400 -

Reserves 17 648 102 102
Accumulated funds 17 57,230 62,833 53,897

DEPARTMENT OF FAIR TRADING

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 30 JUNE 2000
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NOTES ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL
2000 2000 1999
$'000 $'000 $'000

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Payments

Total Payments (108,155) (108,962) (108,364)

Receipts

Total Receipts 64,337 65,972 73,746

Cash Flows from Government

Net Cash Flows from Government 50,648 49,915 46,349

NET CASH FLOWS FROM
OPERATING ACTIVITIES 6,830 6,925 11,731

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

NET CASH FLOWS FROM
INVESTING ACTIVITIES (8,766) (4,913) (10,591)

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH

CLOSING CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 12,302 16,250 14,238

The accompanying notes form part of these statements.

Employee related (70,817) (71,171) (69,977)
Grants and subsidies (3,401) (4,610) (4,313)
Other (33,937) (33,181) (34,074)

Sale of goods and services 11,268 25,208 11,409
Retained fees and fines 21,352 (1,404) 16,892
Interest received 982 1,416 1,562
Other 30,735 40,752 43,883

Recurrent Appropriation 46,988 46,353 44,702
Lapsed appropriation for 1998/99 repaid to
Consolidated Fund (10) - -
Capital Appropriation 2,603 2,689 660
Cash reimbursements from Crown Entity 1,067 873 987

24(a)

Proceeds from sale of plant and equipment 66 - 108
Proceeds from sale of investments - 2,500 7,250
Advance repayments received 61 12 135
Purchases of plant and equipment (8,893) (6,809) (16,516)
Purchases of investments - (616) (1,568)

(1,936) 2,012 1,140
Opening cash and cash equivalents 14,238 14,238 13,098

23

DEPARTMENT OF FAIR TRADING

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2000
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1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

(a) Reporting Entity

(b) Basis of Accounting

(c) Administered Activity

The Department of Fair Trading as a Reporting Entity comprises all the activities under its control, including its self-
funding commercial branch, the Register of EncumberedVehicles (REVS). The Department performs administrative
functions for the Rental Bond Board and the Fair Trading Administration Corporation. Costs associated with these
functions are recouped from these entities on an operational basis in relation to activities performed.

The Departmental Reporting Entity also encompasses funds which, while containing assets which are restricted for
specified uses by the Department are nevertheless controlled by the Department (ie the Motor Dealers Compensation
Fund, Real Estate Services Compensation Fund and Statutory Interest Account). All transactions and balances between
the funds and entities comprising the Department have been eliminated in the process of preparing the financial
statements.

The Department of Fair Trading's financial statements are a general purpose financial report which has been prepared on
an accrual basis and in accordance with:

applicable Australian Accounting Standards;
other authoritative pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB);
Urgent Issues Group (UIG) ConsensusViews;
the requirements of the Public Finance and Audit Act and Regulations; and
the Financial Reporting Directions published in the Financial Reporting Code for Budget Dependent General
Government Sector Agencies or issued by the Treasurer under section 9(2)(n) of the Act.

Where there are inconsistencies between the above requirements, the legislative provisions have prevailed.

In the absence of a specific Accounting Standard, other authoritative pronouncements of the AASB or UIG Consensus
View, the hierarchy as outlined in AAS6 “Accounting Policies” is considered.

Except for certain investments and plant and equipment, which are recorded at valuation, the financial statements are
prepared in accordance with the historical cost convention. All amounts are rounded to the nearest one thousand dollars
and are expressed in Australian currency. The accounting policies adopted are consistently applied except as dealt with in
Note 1(d)(i).

The Department of Fair Trading administers, but does not control, certain activities on behalf of the Crown Entity. It is
accountable for transactions relating to those administered activities but does not have discretion, for example, to deploy
the resources for the achievement of the Department's own objectives.

Transactions and balances relating to the administered activities are not recognised as the Department's revenues,
expenses, assets and liabilities, but are disclosed in the accompanying schedules as “Administered Revenues”,
“Administered Expenses”,“Administered Assets” and “Administered Liabilities”.

The accrual basis of accounting and all applicable accounting standards have been adopted for the reporting of the
administered activities.

�

�

�

�

�
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(d) Revenue Recognition

(e) Employee Entitlements

Revenue is recognised when the Department of Fair Trading has control of the good or right to receive consideration, it
is probable that the economic benefit will flow to the Department and the amount of revenue can be measured reliably.
Additional comments regarding the accounting policies for the recognition of revenue are discussed below.

(i) Parliamentary Appropriations and Contributions from Other Bodies

From this financial year there is a change in accounting policy for the recognition of parliamentary appropriations.
Parliamentary appropriations are generally recognised as revenues when the Department obtains control over the
assets comprising the appropriations/contributions. Control over appropriations and contributions is normally
obtained upon receipt of cash.

An exception to the above is when appropriations are unspent at year-end. In this case, the authority to spend the
money lapses and generally the unspent amount must be repaid to the Consolidated Fund in the following financial
year. As a result, unspent appropriations are now accounted for as liabilities rather than revenue.

This change has no effect on the statements of the Department of Fair Trading for the year ended 30 June 2000, as
there was no amount owing to the Consolidated Fund.

(ii) Sale of Goods and Services

Revenue from the sale of goods and services comprises revenue from the provision of products or services ie user
charges. User charges are recognised as revenue when the agency obtains control of the assets that result from them.

(iii)Investment Income

Interest revenue is recognised as it accrues.

(i) Wages and Salaries,Annual Leave, Sick Leave and On-Costs

Liabilities for wages and salaries and annual leave are recognised and measured as the amount unpaid at the reporting
date at current pay rates in respect of employees' services up to that date.

Unused non-vesting sick leave does not give rise to a liability as it is not considered probable that sick leave taken in
the future will be greater than the entitlements accrued in the future.

The outstanding amounts of payroll tax, workers' compensation insurance premiums and fringe benefits tax, which
are consequential to employment, are recognised as liabilities and expenses where the employee entitlements to
which they relate have been recognised.

(ii) Long Service Leave and Superannuation

The Department's liabilities for long service leave and superannuation are assumed by the Crown Entity. The
Department accounts for the liability as having been extinguished resulting in the amount assumed being shown as
part of the non-monetary revenue item described as “Acceptance by the Crown Entity of Employee Entitlements
and Other Liabilities”.

Long service leave is measured on a nominal basis. The nominal method is based on the remuneration rates at year-
end for all employees with five or more years of service. It is considered that this measurement technique produces
results not materially different from the estimate determined by using the present value basis of measurement.

The superannuation expense for the financial year is determined by using the formulae specified in the Treasurer's
Directions. The expense for certain superannuation schemes (ie Basic Benefit and First State Super) is calculated as a
percentage of the employees' salary. For other superannuation schemes (ie State Superannuation Scheme and State
Authorities Superannuation Scheme), the expense is calculated as a multiple of the employees' superannuation
contributions.
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(f) Insurance

(g) Acquisition of assets

(h) Plant and Equipment

(i) Revaluation of Physical Non-Current Assets

( j) Depreciation of Non-Current Physical Assets

(k) Leased Assets

(l) Investments

(m) Trust Funds

The insurance activities of the Department of Fair Trading are conducted through the NSW Treasury Managed Fund
Scheme of self insurance for Government agencies. The Fund Manager based on experience determines the expense
(premium).

The cost method of accounting is used for the initial recording of all assets controlled by the Department. Cost is
determined as the fair value of the assets given as consideration plus the costs incidental to the acquisition.
Assets acquired at no cost, or for nominal consideration, are initially recognised as assets and revenues at their fair value at
the date of acquisition.

Fair value means the amount for which an asset could be exchanged between a knowledgeable, willing buyer and a
knowledgeable, willing seller in an arm's length transaction.

Single items of plant and equipment costing $5,000 and above individually are capitalised. Computer Equipment costing
in excess of $4,000 and those items costing in excess of $1,500 attached to one of the Department's Computer Networks
are also capitalised.

Each class of physical non-current assets is revalued every 5 years. The last such revaluation was completed on 30 June
2000.

Physical non-current assets have been revalued to market value, and not by reference to current prices for assets newer
than those being revalued. As a result, any balance of accumulated depreciation existing at the revaluation date in respect
of those assets has been credited to the asset accounts to which they relate. The net asset accounts have been increased or
decreased by the revaluation increments or decrements with a net increase equal to $546,284.

The recoverable amount test has not been applied as the Department is a not-for-profit entity whose service potential is
not related to the ability to generate net cash flows.

Depreciation is provided for on a straight line basis for all depreciable assets so as to write off the depreciable amount of
each asset as it is consumed over its useful life to the entity. The applicable rates of depreciation are :

MotorVehicles - Trade Measurement 20%
MotorVehicles - Other 8%
Fitouts, Furniture and Fittings 10%
Electronic Equipment 20%
Computer Equipment and Development 33%
Trade Measurement Equipment 4%

The Department has entered into a number of operating lease agreements for buildings and equipment where the lessors
effectively retain all of the risks and benefits incidental to ownership of the items held under the operating leases. Equal
instalments of the lease payments are charged to the operating statement over the lease term as this lease is representative
of the pattern of benefits to be derived from the leased property.

Marketable securities and deposits are valued at market valuation or cost. Non marketable securities are brought to
account at cost.

The Department receives monies in a trustee capacity for various trusts as set out in Note 25. As the Department
performs only a custodial role in respect of these monies, and because the monies cannot be used for the achievement of
the Department's own objectives, they are not brought to account in the financial statements.
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(a) Employee related expenses comprise the following specific items:
Salaries and wages (including Recreation Leave) 61,061 60,704
Superannuation 5,171 4,900
Long service leave 2,111 2,652
Workers' compensation insurance 547 575
Payroll Tax and Fringe Benefit Tax 4,398 4,666
Redundancies 524 371

(b) Other operating expenses
Auditor's remuneration 107 106
Bad and Doubtful Debts 1,035 588
Rental expense relating to operating leases 10,031 10,219
Insurance 234 184
Telephones/Postage 5,074 4,993
Fees 4,829 6,047
Stores 1,721 1,753
MotorVehicle Expenses 1,109 939
Travel 1,340 1,264
Advertising 1,392 2,766
Fitout of Premises 360 132
Books, periodicals, newspapers and subscriptions 333 410
Gas/Electricity 306 266
Minor Equipment 3,467 2,304
Maintenance contracts 362 700
Other Expenses 785 661

(c) Depreciation
Computer equipment and development 3,977 2,974
Electronic equipment 230 236
Fitouts, Furniture and Fittings 1,319 729
Trade Measurement equipment 11 11
Vehicles 13 20

Amortisation of premium on investment 17 28

(d) Grants and subsidies
Credit Counselling services 958 1,186
Co-Operative Development Fund 263 175
Tenancy Advice and Advocacy Program 1,398 1,592
Building Education Grants 223 335
Real Estate Education Grants 412 651
Other 289 374

(e) Other Expenses
Legal Assistance 484 330
Motor Dealers' Compensation Fund Payments 464 753
Compensation Claims 638 416
Written DownValue of Assets Written Off 1,148 742
Other Expenses 91 109

(a) Sale of goods comprise :
Sale of Publications 125 123
Other 61 114

2000 1999
$'000 $'000

73,812 73,868

32,485 33,332

5,550 3,970

5,567 3,998

3,543 4,313

2,825 2,350

186 237

2. EXPENSES

3. REVENUES
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Sale of services comprise :
Fees charged by REVS for the provision of services
and registering of encumbrances over vehicles 8,205 7,817
Fees charged for the lodgement of a claim before the:-

Consumer Claims Tribunal - 79
Commercial Tribunal - 25
Building Disputes Tribunal - 51
Fair Trading Tribunal 319 90
Residential Tribunal 775 729

Fees charged for search of Business Names database 1,433 1,275
Fees charged for establishment and renewal of Associations 241 230
Electrical Appliance Testing 753 698
Other 213 166

(b) Investment Income
Interest - Investments 1,765 1,374

- Bank Accounts 400 428

(c) Retained fees and fines
Motor Dealers Compensation Fees 916 1,241
Real Estate License Fees 814 1,729
Real Estate Compensation Fund 1,171 64
Statutory Interest 18,870 15,231
Owner Builder Permit Fees 636 497
Other 164 5

(d) Grants and Contributions

Rental Bond Board Assets - 172
Contribution from Rental Bond Board (i) 5,865 7,493
Contributions from Fair Trading
Administration Corporation (ii) - 12,102
Grants from Department of Industry,
Science and Resources (iii) 168 50
Employment Grants - NSW Department of
Training and Education Co-ordination (iv) 43 145
Assets transferred from Department of Public Works and Services (v) 363 -

(i) The cost of running the Residential Tribunal is split 50/50 by the Rental Bond Board and the Property Services
Statutory Interest Fund.This grant reflects the Rental Bond Board's contribution to the cost of administering the
Residential Tribunal.

(ii) This income is now accounted for under the category Other Revenue 3(e).

(iii) A Grant of $168,000 (1998/99 $50,000) was received from the Commonwealth Department of Industry, Science and
Tourism as their contribution towards the Joint Initiative Project “Redevelopment of BLIS Software”.

(iv) A grant of $43,414 was provided by the Department of Training and Education Co-ordination under the Elsa Dixon
Aboriginal Employment Program.

(v) Fitout costs at Governor Macquarie Tower were transferred at no cost from the Department of Public Works and
Services.

11,939 11,160

12,125 11,397

2,165 1,802

22,571 18,767

6,439 19,962

2000 1999
$'000 $'000
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(e) Other Revenue

Administrative Assistance (Refer Note 1(a) ) 24,213 16,672
Telstra Rebate 213 340
Legal Costs Recovered 299 730
Other 58 245

Gain/(loss) on disposal of plant
and equipment

Proceeds from sale 66 108
Written down value of assets sold 85 95

Net gain/(loss) on disposal of plant and equipment (

Total Recurrent drawdowns from Treasury
(per Summary of Compliance) 46,988 44,702

Less transferred to Treasury (10) -
Recurrent Appropriation

(per Operating Statement)

Total Capital drawdowns from Treasury
(per Summary of Compliance) 2,603 660

Less transferred to Treasury - -
Capital Appropriation

(per Operating Statement)

The following liabilities and/or expenses have been assumed by the
Crown Entity:

Superannuation 2,661 2,431
Long Service Leave 1,089 1,317
Payroll Tax on Superannuation 170 167

This program includes the Departmental Division, Policy and the Community Education Branch of the Management
and Marketing Services Division.

To develop and promote value and fairness in the New South Wales marketplace.

24,783 17,987

19) 13

46,978 44,702

2,603 660

3,920 3,915

44.1.1

Objectives:

Fair Trading Strategy

4. GAIN/(LOSS) ON SALE OF NON-CURRENT ASSETS

5. APPROPRIATIONS

6. ACCEPTANCE BY THE CROWN ENTITY OF EMPLOYEE
ENTITLEMENTS AND OTHER LIABILITIES

7. PROGRAMS/ACTIVITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT

2000 1999
$'000 $'000
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This program includes the Departmental Division, Compliance, Legal and Safety (excluding Trade Measurement Branch)
and the Building Investigation Unit from Home Building and Property Services Division.

To detect, remedy and deter unfair trading practices.

This program includes the Departmental Division, Licensing and Registration Services, the Building Licensing Unit
from Home Building and Property Services Division and the Registry of Co-operatives.

To maintain confidence in the marketplace through the provisions of registration and licensing services.

This program includes the Departmental Divisions, Home Building and Property Services Division (excluding the
Building Licensing Unit and the Building Investigation Unit),Trade Measurement Branch from Compliance, Legal and
Safety Division, REVS and the Customer Services Division.

To foster fairness and ethical trading in the marketplace.

This program includes the Fair Trading Tribunal , Strata Schemes Office and the Residential Tribunal.

To ensure impartial forums for the resolution of marketplace disputes.

Cash comprises cash on hand, Hourglass Cash and Cash Plus facilities and bank balances within the Treasury Banking
System. Interest is earned on daily bank balances at the monthly average New South Wales Treasury Corporation
(TCorp) 11am unofficial cash rate adjusted for a management fee toTreasury.The applicable rate at 30 June 2000 for the
Treasury Banking System was 5% (3.86% 1998/99) and TCorp interest for Hour-Glass Cash and Cash Plus was 5.52%
(4.74% 1998/99) and 5.53% (4.32% 1998/99) respectively.

Cash Facility 1,573 3,563
Cash Plus Facility 5,635 1,602
Cash at Bank 5,048 9,030
Cash on Hand 46 43

The Department has investments in TCorp's Hour-Glass facilities. The Department's investment is represented by a
number of units of a managed investment pool, with each particular pool having different investment horizons and being
comprised of a mix of asset classes appropriate to that investment horizon. TCorp appoints and monitors fund managers
and establishes and monitors the application of appropriate investment guidelines.These investments are generally able to
be redeemed with seven days notice (dependent upon the facility). The value of the investments held can decrease as
well as increase depending upon market conditions. The value that best represents the maximum credit risk exposure is
the net fair value. The value of the above investments represents the Department's share of the value of the underlying
assets of the facility and those assets are stated at net fair value as advised by the New South Wales Treasury Corporation
as at 30 June 2000, with an effective interest rate of 6.01% (3.69% 1998/99).

The Department's investments are:
TCorp Hour-Glass Fixed Interest Facility 20,486 19,326

44.1.2

Objectives:

44.1.3

Objectives:

44.1.4

Objectives:

44.1.5

Objectives:

2000 1999

$'000 $'000

12,302 14,238

20,486 19,326

Marketplace Performance

Fair Trading Standards and Registers

Consumer and Trader Services

Tribunals

8. CURRENT ASSETS - CASH

9. CURRENT ASSETS - INVESTMENTS
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10. CURRENT ASSETS - RECEIVABLES

11. NON CURRENT ASSETS - PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

All trade debtors are recognised as amounts receivable at balance date. Collectability of trade debtors is reviewed on an
ongoing basis. Debts, which are known to be uncollectable, are written off. A provision for doubtful debts is raised
when some doubt as to collection exists. The credit risk is the carrying amount (net of any provision for doubtful debts).
No interest is earned on trade debtors. The carrying amount approximates net fair value. Sales are made on 30 day
terms.

Receivables currently comprise:
Motor Dealers Compensation Fund fees 1,799 1,496
Real Estate Services Compensation Fund 4,742 3,551 *
Trade Measurement Fees 16 14
Unallocated Income - Remitting Account 36 14
Interest for Operating Accounts 211 190
REVS fees 872 743
Administrative Assistance due 729 664
Inter-agency Transfers - Fair Trading Admin Corp 6 5
Monies owing from Ministry of Energy and Utilities - 11
Amounts owed due to Prosecutions 541 437
GST Input Taxes 54 -
Other 893 269

Provision for doubtful debts
- Motor Dealers' Compensation Fund 1,335 930
- Real Estate Services Compensation Fund 3,425 2,840 *

Prepayments 1,375 980

Loans - Abrasiflex Workers' Co-operative - 13
Port Hacking and Sutherland Co-operative Housing Society 10 42

* Comparison year amounts have been adjusted to reflect the Real Estate Compensation
Fund debtors and associated doubtful debts not previously recorded.

Motor Dealers' Compensation Fund 30 340
Other 15 -

At Cost - 23,871
AtValuation 13,155 -

Accumulated Depreciation at Cost - 13,132

At Cost - 1,600
AtValuation 666 -

Accumulated Depreciation at Cost - 887

2000 1999

$'000 $'000

9,899 7,394

4,760 3,770

6,524 4,659

45 340

Computer Equipment and Development

13,155 23,871

- 13,132

13,155 10,739
Electronic Equipment

666 1,600

- 887

666 713

Less:

Receivables amount due written off during the year were:
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At Cost - 15,343
AtValuation 12,993 -

Accumulated Depreciation at Cost - 2,230

At Cost - 2,199
AtValuation 866 102

Accumulated Depreciation at Cost - 2,001

At Cost - 375
AtValuation 231 -

Accumulated Depreciation at Cost - 348

Plant and Equipment

Mortgaged Backed Investment 5,033 5,050

Abrasiflex Workers' Co-operative - Loan - 14

The liabilities are recognised for amounts due to be paid in the future for goods and services received, whether or not
invoiced. Amounts owing to suppliers (which are unsecured) are settled in accordance with the policy set out in
Treasurer's Direction 219.01. If trade terms are not specified, payment is made no later than the end of the month
following the month in which an invoice or a statement is received. Treasurer's Direction 219.01 allows the Minister to
award interest for late payment. There were no claims for late payment interest during the reporting periods.

Trade Creditors 1,958 1,162
Other Creditors 232 322

Fitouts, Furniture and Fittings

12,993 15,343

- 2,230

12,993 13,113
Trade Measurement Equipment

866 2,301

- 2,001

866 300
MotorVehicles

231 375

- 348

231 27

27,911 24,892

5,033 5,050

- 14

2,190 1,484

It is estimated that the majority of assets contained in the Asset Register continue to give economic benefit to the Department.The
values stated are considered to be an accurate reflection of the assets' true value. A revaluation of all physical non-current assets to
market value was completed on 30 June 2000, in accordance with the policy of revaluing each class of physical non-current assets
every 5 years. An independent valuation of the market value was carried out by Paul Stokes, Licensed Auctioneer andValuer, of James
R Lawson Pty. Ltd.

Approximately $1.233 million was disposed of during 1999/2000 as a result of theY2K upgrade and continuation of office
accommodation upgrade.

12. NON-CURRENT ASSETS - INVESTMENTS

13. NON-CURRENT ASSETS - RECEIVABLES

14. CURRENT LIABILITIES - ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

2000 1999
$'000 $'000
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15. CURRENT/NON CURRENT LIABILITIES
- EMPLOYEE ENTITLEMENTS

17. CHANGES IN EQUITY

Current :
Recreation leave 4,701 5,159
Accrued salaries and wages 2,168 1,597

SES Liabilities 12 16

Non Current :
Payroll Tax on Long Services Leave 868 811

Aggregate employee entitlements

Prepaid REVS income from other States - 21
Real Estate Licenses - prepaid 644 583
Provision for outstanding claims 3,795 4,509

Trowbridge Consulting carried out an Actuarial Review of the Real Estate Compensation Fund as at 30 June 2000. The
purpose of this review was to ascertain the possible liability of the Compensation Fund.

The outstanding claim provisions recommended by the Actuary in the advice dated 18 July 2000 total $3.5 million (1999
- $4.0 million). This figure includes a prudential margin of $0.3 million (1999 - $0.7 million). This margin represents
25% of the Actuary's net central estimates for outstanding claims and has been recommended by the Actuary to allow for
the uncertainty in the claims and estimation processes and possible changes in future to the risk profile. A provision of
$2.0 million (1999 - $2.2 million) has been made to cover the possibility of one large event occurring during
2000/2001.

Accumulated Asset Total Equity

Balance at the
beginning of
the financial year 53,897 51,583 102 102 53,999 51,685

Purchases from previous
financial year recognised
as assets after stocktake - 259 - - - 259

Surplus for the year 3,333 1,344 - - 3,333 1,344

Increment on revaluation
of plant and equipment - - 546 - 546 -

Adjustment to opening
balances on recognition of
certain net assets relating to
the Real Estate
Compensation Fund - 711 - - - 711

Balance at the end of
the FinancialYear

6,869 6,756

6,881 6,772

868 811

7,749 7,583

16. CURRENT LIABILITIES - OTHER

4,439 5,113

2000 1999 2000 1999
$,000 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000 $,000

57,230 53,897 648 102 57,878 53,999

The Actuary recommended that the outstanding claims provision for this fund is reviewed every two to three years. The
next actuarial assessment will be obtained as at 30 June 2002.

Funds Revaluation
2000 1999

2000 1999
$'000 $'000
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18. SPECIAL PURPOSE FUNDS ADMINISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT

19. COMMITMENTS FOR EXPENDITURE

Balance as at 1/7/1999 1,603 24,761 5,744
Adjustment from 1998/99 - 50 -
Receipts 503 2,313 19,229
Expenditure - Administrative (433) (1,718) (15,875)
Expenditure - Capital - (46) (629)

The Motor Dealers Act established the to provide protection to persons who
have suffered a loss in connection with a motor vehicle through their dealings with a motor dealer or a car-market
operator. Licensing fees paid by full dealers and car-market operators finance the fund. Claims are usually made on the
fund when a motor dealer ceases to trade either on a voluntary basis or a forced closure.

The is supported by:
(i) investment income earned on the investments of the fund;
(ii) contributions or levies paid by licensees; and
(iii)other lawful receipts.

Moneys in the Compensation Fund are applied to:-
(i) payment of claims, as provided by the Act;
(ii) legal expenses in relation to claims, licensing objections and complaints for cancellation, incurred in relation to the

Fund;
(iii)the expense involved in the administration of the Fund; and
(iv)other lawful expenses.

The is supported, under Sections 36AC and 63D of the Property, Stock and Business
Agents Act 1941, by interest earned on trust monies held by agents and investments made by the Department.

The Statutory Interest moneys are applied to:
(i) Schemes for establishing and conducting courses leading to license qualifications prescribed by the Act and

educational meetings organised by or for the Department for licensees;
(ii) trustee status housing programs;
(iii)the payment to the Department for expenses of the collection of interest and investment administered under Sections

36D and 36AC of the Act; and
(iv)meeting half the costs, charges and expenses of the Tenancy Advice and Advocacy Program and the Residential

Tribunal and the full costs, charges and expenses of the Strata Schemes Office.

Aggregate capital expenditure contracted for at balance date but not provided for:
Not later than one year 615 1,219
Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years - -
Later than 5 years - -

Aggregate other expenditure contracted for at balance date but not provided for:
Not later than one year 884 547
Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years - -
Later than 5 years - -

Commitments in relation to non-cancellable operating leases payable as follows:
Not later than 1 year 9,031 8,524
Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years 15,198 20,205
Later than 5 years - 413

These capital, other expenditure and operating lease commitments are not recognised in the financial statements as liabilities.

Motor Dealers Real Estate Statutory

$,000 $,000 $,000

Balance as at 30/6/2000 1,673 25,360 8,469

Motor Dealers Compensation Fund

Real Estate Services Compensation Fund

Statutory Interest Account

2000 1999
$'000 $'000

(a) Capital Commitments

615 1,219

(b) Other Expenditure Commitments

884 547

(c) Operating Lease Commitments

24,229 29,142

Compensation Fund Services Interest
Compensation Fund Account
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20. CONTINGENT ASSET

21. CONTINGENT LIABILITY

22. BUDGET REVIEW

%

The commitments for expenditure include an amount of $2.339 million for GST input credits that are expected to be
recoverable from the Australian Tax Office.

The Department is currently involved in five legal cases where, if lost, costs may be awarded against the Department. It is
estimated that these costs may total $3.0 million.

Net Cost of Services 50,168 51,164 (996) (1.95%)

Total Current Assets 39,312 35,905 3,407 9.5%
Total Non-Current Assets 32,944 40,255 (7,311) (18.2%)

Total Current Liabilities 13,510 8,025 5,485 68.35%
Total Non-Current Liabilities 868 5,200 (4,332) (83.3%)

Cash Inflow/(Outflow) from
Operating Activities 6,119 6,925 (806)
Cash Inflow/(Outflow) from
Investing Activities (8,766) (4,913) (3,853)

The minor reduction in the net cost of services can be primarily attributed to the increase in retained revenue for the
Statutory Interest Account.This was due to the continued high number of transactions in real estate agents' trust
accounts and the increase in interest rates by the Reserve Bank.

The level of net assets was less than forecast due to delays in theYear 2000 rectification program that saw significant
numbers of assets written off after being replaced in the beginning of the financial year.This activity was, at the time of
the budget forecast, anticipated to be completed in the 1998/1999 financial year.

The reduction in Operating Activity cash was negligible.

The reduction in Investing Activities cash relates to the delays in theYear 2000 rectification program that caused plant
and equipment purchases to be undertaken in 1999/2000 rather than 1998/1999 as was forecast. It is also due to a
significant reduction in the proceeds of the sale of investments as there were limited sales.

Actual Budget Variance Comment
2000 2000 Budget to Actual

$'000 $'000 $'000
Operating Statement

(a)

Financial Position

Total Assets 72,256 76,160 (3,904) (5.1%) (b)

Total Liabilities 14,378 13,225 1,153 8.7% (b)

57,878 62,935 (5,057) (8.0%)

Cashflows (c)

(2,647) 2,012 (4,659)

(a) Net Cost of Services

(b) Assets and Liabilities

(c) Cashflows

Net Assets

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Cash
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23. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

24(a). RECONCILIATION OF NET COST OF SERVICES TO
NET CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

24(b). NON CASH FINANCING AND
INVESTING ACIVITIES

25. TRUST FUNDS

For the purposes of the Cash Flow Statement, cash includes cash on hand, Hour-Glass Cash and Cash Plus and cash in
bank. Cash at the end of the financial year as shown in the Cash Flow Statement is reconciled to the related items in the
Statement of Financial Position as follows:

Cash 12,302 14,238
Closing Cash and Cash Equivalents

Net cash used on/(provided by) operating activities (6,830) (11,731)
Cash Flows from Government 50,648 46,349
Valuation gains on TCorp investments (1,160) (825)
Department of Public Works and Services transfer of fitout (363) -
Rental Bond Board Plant and Equipment - (172)
Interest Capitalised on Loans (1) (6)
Written DownValue of assets written off 1,148 742
Net loss/(gain) on sale of plant and equipment 19 (13)
Acceptance by the State of Departmental liabilities 2,853 2,928
Depreciation and amortisation 5,567 3,998
Increase in Provision for doubtful debts 990 226
(Increase)/decrease in prepayments and other assets (2,901) 6,318
Increase/(decrease) in Accounts Payable 706 49
Increase/(decrease) in Employee Entitlements and Other (508) 70
Net cost of services

Office fitout transferred from Department of Public Works and Services 363 -
Plant and equipment transferred from Rental Bond Board - 172

The Department holds moneys in a Miscellaneous Trust Fund held at New South Wales Treasury that is used for
payments to Funeral Fund claimants and McFadden Compensation.These monies are excluded from the financial
statements as the Department cannot use them for the achievement of its objectives.The following is a summary of the
transactions in the trust accounts:

Cash balance at the beginning of the financial year 114 115
Add : Receipts - -
Less : Expenditure 1 1
Cash balance at the end of the reporting period

Cash balance at the beginning of the financial year 80 76
Add : Receipts 3 4
Less : Expenditure - -
Cash balance at the end of the reporting period

2000 1999
$'000 $'000

12,302 14,238

50,168 47,933

363 172

Funeral Fund

113 114

McFadden Compensation

83 80
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Cash balance at the beginning of the financial year 0 13
Add : Receipts - -
Less : Expenditure 0 13
Cash balance at the end of the reporting period

Receivables Note 28 747 411
Other 53 65

Other 53 65

Treasury letter dated 29 April 1997, advised of their decision to provide an interest-free advance to the Administrator of
the AWU and Guardian Co-operative Housing Societies.The payment of $102,000 was to be made by the Department
of Fair Trading and the repayments made to the Department of Fair Trading and then onforwarded to Treasury.
Repayments of $12,007 were received by the Department of Fair Trading during the period 1 July 1999 to 30 June 2000
and onforwarded to Treasury. Balance of loan of $53,172 is shown as Other Administered Assets.

Business Name Registration 25 24
Trade Measurement 12 1
Other - -

License Fees 138 294
Business Registrations 534 27
Trade Measurement 33 42
Miscellaneous 42 48

Current 646 320
Between 30 days and 59 days old 8 4
Between 60 days and 89 days old 3 6
Over 90 days old 90 81

Phone Australia Ltd

0 0

Administered Assets

Total Administered Assets 800 476

Administered Liabilities

Total Administered Liabilities 53 65

37 25

747 411

Aged Analysis of Administered Revenue

747 411

26. ADMINISTERED ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

27. ADMINISTERED REVENUE - DEBTS WRITTEN OFF

28. ADMINISTERED REVENUE
- SCHEDULE OF UNCOLLECTED AMOUNTS

END OF AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

2000 1999
$'000 $'000
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1 Prosecutions

2 Penalty notices

Business Names 5 7 8,100.00

Fair Trading 12 12 71,568.00

Home Building 33 126 119,228.00

Motor Dealers 29 222 191,415.00

Pawnbrokers & Second-hand Dealers 5 6 2,870.00

Property, Stock & Business Agents 45 95 26,848.00

Residential Tenancies 3 6 2,560.00

Trade Measurement 19 89 56,397.00

The use of penalty notices is a flexible and cost effective method of dealing with regulatory breaches. Penalty notices do not
take away the person's right to have the matter determined by a court and payment of the penalty does not constitute an
admission of liability or prejudice any civil claim relating to the matter.

Business Names Act 19 22 4,400.00

Fair Trading Act 3 3 950.00

Motor Dealers Act 173 726 37,500.00

Pawnbrokers & Second-hand Dealers Act 32 65 28,500.00

Property, Stock & Business Agents Act 13 13 7,150.00

Trade Measurement Act 46 72 27,200.00

TOTAL 151 563 478,986.00

TOTAL: 286 901 105,700.00

Prosecutions and fine totals from 1 July 1999 to 30 June 2000

Act Defendants Offences Penalties

Penalty notices and fine totals from 1 July 1999 to 30 June 2000

Acts Defendants Offence Total Penalty $

$

Appendices
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3 Civil litigation
Civil Litigation includes:

injunctive and ancillary relief in the Supreme Court
complaints and objections in licensing matters in the Local Court under the Property, Stock & Business Agents Act and appeals
to the District Court
proceedings in the Administrative Decisions Tribunal regarding review of decisions under Home Building Act, Motor Dealers
Act and Pawnbrokers & Second-hand Dealers Act
proceedings in the Fair Trading Tribunal under the Credit legislation
proceedings in the Fair Trading Tribunal under the Home Building Act relating to building insurance and licence disciplinary
matters.

�

�

�

�

�

The Department's Legal Services Division also acts or instructs in various courts and Tribunals where the Minister or Director-
General intervenes in proceedings or action has been taken against the Department, the Director-General or Minister.

Civil litigation from 1 July 1999 to 30 June 2000

Court/Tribunal Act * No. of matters
under Act

Supreme Court

District Court

Local Court

Administrative Decisions Tribunal

Fair Trading Tribunal

Commercial Tribunal

Residential Tribunal

Strata Schemes Board

Totals

TOTAL 193

CCT C FT HB LP
MD PB&SD PS&BA

Legal Assistance (s.12) CCT/BDT Appeals FT Act 4
Injunction FT Act 7
Ministerial Intervention CCT Act 2
Other Credit Act 1

FT Act 3
MD Act 2

PS&BA Act 4
Insurance HB Act 1
Costs LP Act 1

Licence Complaints PS&BA Act 2
Objections PS&BA Act 4

Licence Complaints PS&BA Act 22
Objections PS&BA Act 15

Licence Appeals HB Act 4
PB&SD Act 4

MD Act 3

Insurance Appeals HB Act 96
Show Cause HB Act 1

C Act 1
MD Act 1

Credit C Act 1
Insurance Appeals HB Act 11

Legal Assistance/Intervention 2

Orders Strata Schemes Mgt Act 1

High Court 0
Supreme Court 25
District Court 6
Local Court 37
Administrative Decisions Tribunal 11
Fair Trading Tribunal 99
Commercial Tribunal 12
Residential Tribunal 2
Strata Schemes Board 1

* - Consumer ClaimsTribunal Act, - Credit Act, - FairTrading Act, - Home Building Act, - Legal Profession Act,
- Motor Dealers Act, - Pawnbrokers & Second-hand Dealers Act, - Property, Stock & Business Agents Act
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4 Legislation
The following Acts and Regulations are
administered by the Department of Fair
Trading:

Associations Incorporation Act 1984
No. 143.
Associations Incorporation Regulation
1999
Business Licences Act 1990 No. 72.
Business Names Act 1962 No. 11.
Business Names Regulation 2000
Community Land Management Act
1989 No. 202.
Community Land Management
Regulation 2000
Consumer Claims Act 1998 No. 162.
Consumer Claims Regulation 1999
Consumer Credit Administration Act
1995 No. 69.
Consumer Credit Administration
Regulation 1996
Consumer Credit (New South Wales)
Act 1995 No. 7.
Consumer Credit (NSW) Regulations
Consumer Credit (NSW) Special
Provisions Regulation 1996
Contracts Review Act 1980 No. 16.
Conveyancers Licensing Act 1995
No. 57.
Conveyancers Licensing Regulation
1993
Co-operatives Act 1992 No. 18.
Co-operatives Regulation 1997
Co-operative Housing and Starr-
Bowkett Societies Act 1998 No.11
Co-operative Housing and Starr-
Bowkett Societies Regulation 2000
Credit Act 1984 No. 94.
Credit (Savings and Transitional)
Regulation 1984
Credit (Finance Brokers) Act 1984
No. 96.
Credit (Home Finance Contracts) Act
1984 No. 97.
Credit (Home Finance Contracts)
(Savings and Transitional) Reg 1984
Door-to-Door Sales Act 1967 No. 36.
Electricity Safety Act 1945 No 13. Part
4C (remainder, Minister for Energy)
Electricity Safety (Electrical
Installations) Regulation 1998

Electricity Safety (Equipment Safety)
Regulation 1999
Employment Agents Act 1996 No. 18.
Employment Agents Regulation 1996
Fair Trading Act 1987 No. 68.
Fair Trading (Penalty Notices)
Regulation 1998
Fair Trading (Product Information
Standards) Regulation 1997
Fair Trading (Product Safety Standards)
Regulation 2000
Fair Trading (Savings and Transitional)
Regulation 1997
Fair Trading Tribunal Act 1998
No. 161.
Fair Trading Tribunal Regulation 1999
Funeral Funds Act 1979 No. 106.
Funeral Funds Regulation 1994
Hire-Purchase (Repeal) Act 1981
No. 127.
Home Building Act 1989 No. 147.
Home Building Regulation 1997
HomeFund Commissioner Act 1993
No. 9.
HomeFund Restructuring Act 1993
No. 112, ss 14, 15, 16 and Schedule 2
(remainder Minister for Housing).
Landlord and Tenant Act 1899 No. 18.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment)
Act 1948 No. 25.
Landlord and Tenant Regulation 1994
Landlord & Tenant Amendment
(Distress Abolition) Act 1930 No. 49
Landlord and Tenant (Rental Bonds)
Act 1977 No. 44.
Landlord and Tenant (Rental Bonds)
Regulation 1993
Letona Co-operative (Financial
Assistance) Act 1993 No. 85.
Mock Auctions Act 1973 No. 17.
Motor Dealers Act 1974 No. 52.
Motor Dealers Regulation 1999
MotorVehicle Repairs Act 1980
No. 71.
MotorVehicle Repairs Regulation
1999
Pawnbrokers & Secondhand Dealers'
Act 1996 No. 13.
Pawnbrokers & Secondhand Dealers
Regulation 1997

Prices Regulation Act 1948 No. 26.
Property, Stock and Business Agents
Act 1941 No. 28.
Property, Stock and Business Agents
(General) Regulation 1993
Registration of Interests in Goods Act
1986 No. 37.
Registration of Interests in Goods
Regulation 1999
Residential Parks Act 1998 No. 142.
Residential Parks Regulation 1999
Residential Tenancies Act 1987
No. 26.
Residential Tenancies (Residential
Premises) Regulation 1995
Residential Tenancies (Savings and
Transitional) Regulation 1989
Residential Tribunal Act 1998
No. 168.
Residential Tribunal Regulation 1999
RetirementVillages Act 1999 No. 81.
RetirementVillages Regulation 2000
RetirementVillages Transitional
Regulation 2000
Strata Schemes Management Act 1996
No. 138.
Strata Schemes Management
Regulation 1997
Trade Measurement Act 1989 No. 233.
Trade Measurement (Measuring
Instruments) Regulations 1997
Trade Measurement (Miscellaneous)
Regulations 1997
Trade Measurement (Pre-packed
Articles) Regulations 1997
Trade Measurement (Weighbridges)
Regulations 1997
Trade Measurement Administration
Act 1989 No. 234.
Trade Measurement Administration
Regulation 1997
Travel Agents Act 1986 No. 5.
Travel Agents Regulation 1995
Valuers Registration Act 1975 No. 92.
Valuers Registration Regulation 1993
Warehousemen's Liens Act 1935
No. 19.
Warehousemen's Liens Regulation
1997

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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6 DFT Insurance activities

Item Comprehensive &
House Purchasers
Agreement

Special Insurance Total
Schemes

Claims received 298 39 337

Claims reopened 87 4 91

Claims approved 572 53 625

Value of claims approved $13,047,038.30 $275,095 $13,322,133.30

Value of claims paid $18,197,835 $347,385 $18,545,200

Claims declined 186 43 229

Claims settled 632 78 710

7 Portfolio authorities
Fair Trading Tribunal
Level 7, 175 Castlereagh Street
Sydney New South Wales 2000
Ph 02 9895 2070

Residential Tribunal
Level 12, 175 Castlereagh Street
Sydney New South Wales 2000
Ph 02 9641 6400

Co-operatives Council
154 Russell Street
Bathurst New South Wales 2795
Ph 02 6333 1400

Registry of Co-operatives
154 Russell Street
Bathurst New South Wales 2795
Ph 02 6333 1400

Rental Bond Board
Level 20, 227 Elizabeth Street
Sydney New South Wales 2000
Ph 02 9338 8992

Level 20, 227 Elizabeth Street
Sydney New South Wales 2000

Fair Trading Advisory Council
Home Building Advisory Council

Motor Trade Advisory Council
Property Services Advisory Council
RetirementVillages Advisory Council

Level 22, 227 Elizabeth Street
Sydney New South Wales 2000

Registrar of Funeral Funds

Level 4 Enterprise House
1 Fitzwilliam Street
Parramatta New South Wales 2150

New South Wales Products Safety
Committee

Statutory Bodies at:

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

8 Consultants over $30,000:

9 Overseas travel 1 July 1999 to 30 June 2000

Com Tech Technical and project planning

Nexus Management Review of the TAAP

The Department also engaged 3 consultants for values under $30,000 at a total cost of $35,580.00.

Nil return

Communications P/L for the Department's DMZ extension

Consulting triennial funding process

$34,000.00

$32,000.00

TOTAL: $66,000.00

Officer Dates of travel Destination Purpose of trip Total cost to the Department($)

The Motor Dealers Act establishes a
Motor Dealers Compensation Fund
providing protection to consumers who
suffer financial loss in connection with a
motor vehicle through their dealings
with a motor dealer or a car-market
operator. Licensing fees paid by full
dealers and car-market operators'
finance the Fund. Claims are usually

made on the Fund when a motor dealer
ceases to trade either on a voluntary
basis or a forced closure.

During the year the Motor Dealers
Compensation Fund paid out a total of
$433,231.94, made up of 65 claims
against 22 dealers. These claims were
for consumer losses due to dealers

failing to meet warranty obligations;
failing to pass an unencumbered title;
failing to account and illegal odometer
interference.

Balance as at 1 July 1999 1,603
Receipts 503
Expenditure (433)

$'000

5 Motor Dealers Compensation Fund

Balance as at
30 June 2000-09-20 1,673
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10 Freedom of Information

These statistics are set out in accordance with the format prescribed in the NSW Premier's Department FOI Procedures Manual.

New 56 22 54 117 110 139

Brought forward 2 5 8 7 10 12

Completed 50 22 46 86 96 108

Transferred 0 1 5 2 5 3

Withdrawn 3 2 4 17 7 19

Granted in full 21 9 11 32

Granted in part 21 11 24 45

Refused 8 2 11 9

Deferred 0 0 0 0

Ministerial Certificates issued 0 0
Formal consultation Issued: 18 27
Formal consultation completed: 15 27
Amendment of personal records:
Amendment agreed 0 1
Amendment - refused 0 0
Number of requests for notations 0 0

19 application incomplete, wrongly directed 0 0 0 1

22 deposit not paid 6 1 6 4

25(1) (a1) diversion of resources 0 0 0 1

25(1) (a) exempt 21 10 26 47

25 (1)(b), (c), (d) otherwise available 2 0 1 0

28(1) (b) documents not held 0 2 2 1

24(2) deemed refused 0 0 0 0

31(4) released to Medical Practitioner 0 0 0 0

Assessed cost 24,870 23,946.25

Fees received 7,386.85 7,116.00

Personal Other Total

FOI requests 98-99 99-00 98-99 99-00 98-99 99-00

TOTAL 58 27 62 124 120 151

TOTAL 53 25 55 105 108 130

Unfinished 5 2 7 19 12 21

Results of FOI applications:
Personal Other

FOI results 98-99 99-00 98-99 99-00

Completed 50 22 46 86

98-99 99-00

Basis of disallowing access:
Personal Other

Section 98-99 99-00 98-99 99-00

TOTAL 29 13 35 54

Costs and Fees:
98-99 99-00

Costs/Fees $ $
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Discounts allowed:
Personal Other

Type of discount 98-99 99-00 98-99 99-00

TOTAL 7 2 0 5

Days to process:
Personal Other

Elapsed time 98-99 99-00 98-99 99-00

TOTAL 53 25 55 105

Processing time:
Personal Other

Hours 98-99 99-00 98-99 99-00

TOTAL 53 25 55 105

98-99 99-00

Basis of Internal Review:
Personal Other

98-99 99-00 98-99 99-00

Public interest 0 0 0 0

Financial hardship pensioner /child 7 2 0 5

Financial hardship non profit group 0 0 0 0

Significant correction of personal records 0 0 0 0

0-21 days 19 14 23 38

22-35 days 14 7 11 19

Over 35 days 20 4 21 48

0-10 50 19 46 85

11-20 3 4 9 19

21-40 0 2 0 1

Over 40 0 0 0 0

Number of internal reviews finalised: 3 3
Number of Ombudsman reviews finalised: 0 0
Number of Administrative Decisions
Tribunal reviews finalised: 0 0

Access refused 0 0 3 upheld 0

Deferred 0 0 0 0

Exempt matter 0 0 0 1 upheld,1 varied

Unreasonable charges 0 0 0 1 upheld

Charge unreasonably incurred 0 0 0

Amendment refused 0 0 0

In comparison to the previous year, there was an increase in the number of applications received and a large number carried
forward for completion. There were, however, no complaints to the Ombudsman nor any review applications to the
Administrative Decisions Tribunal for the 1999-2000 period.

There was also an increase in the number of applications withdrawn. This has been attributed to the pro-active disclosure of
documents outside the provisions of the FOI Act in the Home Building and Property Services Division. This Division continues
to receive approximately 50% of all applications.

Although the Freedom of Information procedures had no significant impact on the Department's administration during 1999-
2000, there will be continued efforts to improve the level of applications finalised within the statutory period.
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11 Customer feedback
The Department operates a customer feedback system known as “Your Opinion Counts”. This system allows customers to
comment on aspects of service offered by the Department. “Your Opinion Counts” forms are lodged by mail or through
completion on the Department's web site.

32 complaints were received through customer feedback during 1999-2000. All were resolved either through ministerial
correspondence or by conciliation with program managers where possible. No allegations of suspected corrupt conduct or
illegal behaviour were received through the customer feedback system.

Total 442 358 250 215 223
Compliment 92% 92% 93% 90% 86%
Complaint 8% 8% 7% 10% 14%

95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00

12 Grants

Tenants Advice and Advocacy Program (TAAP) 1999-2000

Funded Organisations Funding $

TOTAL 3,882,435

Other Funded Tenancy Projects

Funded Organisations Funding $

Canterbury-Bankstown Migrants Resource Centre Inc 224,393
Central West Community College 203,483
Combined Pensioners and Superannuants Association of NSW 119,336
Durahrwa Training and Development Aboriginal Corporation 175,435
Eastern Area Tenants Service Incorporated 168,294
Hunter Community Legal Centre Inc 240,967
Illawarra Legal Centre Inc 170,845
Northern Rivers Community Legal Centre 147,383
Management & Advisory Services Aboriginal Corporation 175,435
Marrickville Legal Centre Ltd 196,344
Northern Area Tenancy Service Inc 168,294
Orange Community Resource Organisation 203,892
Port Macquarie Neighbourhood Centre 142,797
Redfern Legal Centre Ltd 168,294
South Sydney Aboriginal Corporation Resource Centre 113,726
South West Sydney Legal Centre Inc 168,294
Tenants Union of New South Wales Co-op Ltd 355,903
The Uniting Church in Australia Property Trust (NSW) 254,992
Thubbo Aboriginal Medical Co-op 175,435
Wyong/Gosford Community Legal Centre 142,795
Program administration 56,098
Special Purpose Fund 110,000

The Aged Care Rights Service Inc 232,564
Combined Pensioners and Superannuants Association of NSW 122,700
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Credit Counselling Program 1999-2000

Funded Organisations Funding $

TOTAL 840,000

Department of Fair Trading supplementary funding 1999-2000

Funded Organisations Funding $

TOTAL 117,723

Financial Counselling Trust Fund 1999-2000

Funded Organisations Funding $

TOTAL 494,480

Campbelltown Community Legal Centre 22,000
Coffs Harbour Neighbourhood Centre 8,000
Coffs Harbour Neighbourhood Centre - Grafton & Woolgoolga 13,000
Consumer Credit Legal Centre 116,000
CreditLine, Newcastle 22,000
CreditLine Fairfield 51,500
CreditLine Macarthur 15,500
CreditLine Sydney 92,500
CreditLine Sydney (Credit Helpline) 200,000
Eastlakes Family Support Service Inc 16,000
Forster Neighbourhood Centre 25,500
Illawarra Community Legal Centre 50,000
Kempsey Neighbourhood Centre 30,500
Lismore & District Financial Counselling Service 35,500
Lismore & District F C Service -Mullumbimby & Byron Bay 22,000
Murwillumbah Community Support Centre 23,500
Pt Macquarie Neighbourhood Centre 31,500
Redfern Community Legal Centre 16,000
Sydney City Mission GreenValley 24,000
Wollongong City Mission - Creditworthy 25,000

Creditline Nowra 3,673
Central Coast Financial Counselling Service 63,050
Wagga Wagga Financial Counselling Service 35,500
Credit Line Westlake Macquarie 15,500

Anglicare Financial Counselling Service 8,000
Bankstown Family Support Service 17,160
Queanbeyan Financial Counselling Service 30,900
Ryde/Eastwood Financial Counselling Service-West Ryde 35,150
Ryde/Eastwood Financial Counselling Service-Auburn/Lidcombe 20,500
Ryde/Eastwood Financial Counselling Service-Granville 13,600
Eurobodalla Financial Counselling Service 30,500
Gosford Community Centre Ltd 16,000
HunterValley Financial Counselling Project 33,000
Credit Line Central West Financial Counselling Service 39,000
Creditline Nowra 27,412
Sydney City Mission Community Centre 24,000
San Remo Neighbourhood Centre Incorporated 16,000
Moneycare - Lethbridge Park 24,960
Moneycare - Parramatta 24,000
Moneycare - Campsie 16,000
Moneycare - Training 12,548
StVincent De Paul Society Broken Bay Financial Counselling Service 8,000
Credit Line Financial Counselling Service - Penrith 41,750
Credit Line Penrith - Outreach Quakers Hills/Blacktown 16,000
Credit Line Penrith - Outreach Hawkesbury 16,000
St David's Care Credit Line Albury 24,000
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Home Building Grants Program 1999-2000

Funded Project Applicants Funding $

TOTAL 513,901

Property Service Grants Program 1999-2000

unded Organisations Funding $

TOTAL 443,352

Illawarra Institute of Technology 24,600
Housing Industry Association Limited 59,700
Housing Industry Association Limited 10,650
Housing Industry Association Limited 5,400
Building Apprentices Training Limited 250,000
Australian Centre for Construction Innovation, University of NSW 59,990
University of Sydney, Dept of Architecture, Planning and Allied Arts 26,686
Masters Builders Association of NSW Pty Ltd 25,000
Sydney Institute of Technology 21,875
Housing Industry Association Limited 30,000

F
Australian Property Institute Incorporated 70,000
Institute of Strata Title Management 47,500
Stock and Station Agents' Association NSW Incorporated 150,000
University of Western Sydney 95,352
Real Estate Institute of NSW 80,500

(the Act) stemmed from the 1977 Prices Commission inquiry into the operation of the funeral
industry. The inquiry found that in the unregulated market, many businesses failed to operate in the best interests of their
customers, with funds often failing to meet the full cost of funeral services as promised or not providing cash benefits if services
were provided by another funeral business.

The Act provides for the registration or exemption of pre-arranged or contributory funeral funds operating in New South Wales.
The purpose of the legislation is to primarily safeguard consumer's prepayments for funeral services.

Through the registration process the Act seeks to:
ensure the provision of agreed funeral services when required.
achieve accountability for money paid by a buyer of funeral services which have an indefinite delivery date, and
properly manage money paid for funeral services in the long term to provide agreed benefits to the buyer and the anticipated
payment to the supplier of funeral services.

Funeral contribution funds have members make small, regular contributions for as long as they remain in the fund. These funds
contribute towards a funeral service or provide a cash benefit towards the cost of a service. The funeral service is carried out by a
funeral director associated with the fund.

With pre-arranged funeral funds, instead of making ongoing small, regular payments, consumers choose to pre-pay for a funeral
by making one lump sum payment or several large instalments over a period of time. In such cases, consumers enter into a
contract with a trustee for the provision of a specified service by a service provider. The provider of the service is then
reimbursed from the fund where the consumer's money has been held, at no additional cost to the consumer.

The Director-General of the Department of Fair Trading is the Registrar of Funeral Funds. The appointment is by virtue of the
Public Sector Management Administrative Changes (Fair Trading) Order, 1995 published in New South Wales Gazette No.128.
The Registrar of Funeral Funds is responsible for monitoring the continuing operation of existing funds for the benefit of
existing members and to facilitate the registration of new funds which meet the requirements of the legislation.

The funeral fund register lists 15 registered and 48 exempted (pre-1979) pre-arranged funds as at 30 June 2000.

The Department also continues to maintain a trust fund for contributors to the Russell Kinsela group of companies, which went
into liquidation in the early 1980's. Funds retrieved from one company in the group have been retained in trust by the
Department to partially settle claims from previously unidentifiable contributors to the schemes run by the Russell Kinsela
group. In the twelve months leading up to 30 June 2000, the Department made four payments to such contributors, amounting
to $948.68. The amount held in trust at 30 June 2000 is $112,428.77.

A review of the Act was conducted in accordance with the requirements of the National Competition Policy review agenda.
The review embraced both industry and the community in its consultation process. A report with recommendations, anticipated
to improve regulation of the sector, is expected to be handed down in late 2000.

13 Report of Registrar of Funeral Funds
The Funeral Funds Act 1979

�

�

�
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Below is the complete list of
publications available as at 30 June 2000.
Unless marked with an asterisk all the
publications listed are either new or
revised for 1999-2000.They are all
available on the Department's Web site.

Our Services
Our Services - Bosnian*
Our Services - Chinese*
Our Services - Thai*
Our Services - Turkish*
Our Services -Vietnamese*
Annual Report 1998-1999Volume 1
&Volume 2
We can help you
Guarantee of Service

The Renting Guide
The Renting Guide Poster
RetirementVillage Living
Residential Park Living
Strata Living
The Renting Guide - Arabic
The Renting Guide - Chinese
The Renting Guide - Croatian
The Renting Guide - Farsi
The Renting Guide - Greek
The Renting Guide - Italian
The Renting Guide - Japanese
The Renting Guide - Khmer
The Renting Guide - Korean
The Renting Guide - Macedonian
The Renting Guide - Polish
The Renting Guide - Portuguese
The Renting Guide - Russian
The Renting Guide - Serbian
The Renting Guide - Spanish
The Renting Guide - Turkish
The Renting Guide -Vietnamese
A new deal for retirement village
residents
Strata Disputes
Strata Mediation
Residential Park Liaison Committees
New water charges for residential park
residents
Tenancy and The Olympics - Business
Tenancy and The Olympics
- Consumer
Buying a Home
Discrimination and Renting
Starting a tenancy
Ending a tenancy

Building Inspections - a home buyer's
guide
Builders and Tradespeople
- a short guide
Home Building and Renovating
- a short guide
Becoming an Owner-builder
ProtectYour Home from Termites*
Home Building Checklist
Approved Home Warranty Insurers
Minor Works Building Contract
Pad of 10 (Cost $10)*
Renovations Contract Pad of 10
(Cost $10)*
Home Building Contract
Packet of 2 (Cost $10)*
Swimming Pool Contract
Packet of 2 (Cost $20)*
Home Building and Renovating
Builders and Tradespeople
Building and renovating your home
Information for builders and
tradespeople
Getting a Contractor Licence
RenewingYour Contractor Licence

Little Black Book of Scams
REVS - Cars*
REVS - Boats*
The Shoppers' Guide
The Seniors' Guide
Consumer Help for the busy traveller
Consumer Help for the busy traveller
- Japanese
Love and Loans
In good hands - baby products and
you
Toy safety checklist
A Student's guide to Consumer Rights
Lay-Bys Information for Consumers
Some things to consider before you
borrow money
Some things to consider before you
borrow money - Arabic
Some things to consider before you
borrow money - Chinese
Some things to consider before you
borrow money -Vietnamese
Borrowing money
Borrowing Money - Arabic
Borrowing Money - Chinese
Borrowing Money -Vietnamese
Credit Cards, & 'Interest Free' deals
Credit Cards, & 'Interest Free' deals
- Arabic
Credit Cards, & 'Interest Free' deals
- Chinese

Credit Cards, & 'Interest Free' deals
-Vietnamese
Buying a used car
Your consumer rights a seniors' guide
Relationship Debt
Relationship Debt - Arabic
Relationship Debt - Chinese
Relationship Debt -Vietnamese
Pyramid Schemes

Laser Pointers - Safety Laws*
Disposable Cigarette Lighters - Safety
Laws*
Trade Measurement - a better Balance
Inflatable Pools - Guidelines for
Suppliers*
Customer Service Guidelines
The Good Business Matters Kit
(Cost $145)*
BLIS Brochure
Model Rules for Incorporated
Associations
Business Names
Running an Incorporated Association

Fair Go
Discrimination and Renting
KnowYour Rights Poster
Fair Go Poster
Wallet Information Cards
Aboriginal Housing Provider
Toy Safety Checklist
Fridge Magnet
Your rights on renting your home
What REVS can do for you
Problems Leasing your Home
Buying a car
Shopping refunds and lay-bys
Keeping your kids safe
Starting a business
Renting information for Aboriginal
housing providers
Renting a home

Petrol Price Signs fact sheet

RetirementVillage Green Issue 1 2000
Keynotes October 1999

Consumer Power $19*
Home Delivery - Mediation $10*

�
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Property and Tenancy Publications:

Building Publications:

Consumer Publications:

Business Publications:

Aboriginal Publications:

Other Titles:

Newsletters:

Videos:

Corporate Publications:

14 Publications
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15 Rental Bond Board
The Rental Bond Board was established in 1977 under the to act as an impartial
custodian of rental bonds paid for residential tenancies in New South Wales.

The Board is a statutory body representing the Crown, and is subject to the control and direction of the Minister for Fair Trading.

The Board is comprised of the Director-General, Department of Fair Trading as Chairperson, representatives of the Department of
Housing and the Treasury and two persons with experience in real estate or tenancy matters who are appointed by the Minister.

The legislation gives the Board responsibility for the management and investment of bond monies and interest earned on
investments and for the making of grants or loans, with the approval of the Minister, for rental advisory services and other projects
which benefit the residential tenancy sector.

Interest earned on the investment of bond monies is used to pay interest on bond refunds and to partially fund the Residential
Tribunal. The Board also provides funds for a number of advisory services, including the Tenants Advice and Advocacy Program.

The Department provides administrative support to the Board, including:
rental bond lodgement, refund and enquiry services,
tenancy information and education,
accounting, investment, financial and legal services and
assessment of applications for funding and preparation and administration of funding agreements.

The Rental Bond Board financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2000 are contained in volume two of this Annual Report.

Board meetings are held at least quarterly Enquiries about the Board and requests for copies of funding guidelines may be directed
to the Rental Bond Board Secretary on telephone (02) 9338 8992.

Ms Kim Anson, Executive Director,
Housing and Urban Development 1
Mr John Collins, Executive Director,
Metropolitan Planning 1
Mr John Nicolades, Director,
Affordable Housing Service. 2

Landlord andTenant (Rental Bonds) Act 1977

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Rental Bond Board Members

.

Members Term of appointment Meetings attended

David O'Connor, Director-General,
Department of Fair Trading - Chairperson.
Alternate, Mr John Schmidt,Assistant Director-General. 1

Director-General, Department of Urban Affairs and Planning.
Alternates :

Director-General, Department of Housing.
Alternate, Ms Kim Anson, Executive Director, Policy & Strategy. 1

Secretary, NSW Treasury.
Alternate, Mr Brian Waddington, Senior Financial Analyst. 4

Ms Lynette Tamsett, Licensee, KG Hurst, Eastwood.
Ministerial appointment. To 1 March 2001 4

Ms Sarah Nielsen, Solicitor, Ministerial appointment. To 1 March 2001 5

Ex officio 4

Ex officio to 13 April 2000 -

Ex officio from 14 April 2000 -

Ex officio -
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Representation Key:
[c] - Chairperson; [m] - Member;
[t] - Trustee.

Acceptable Standards of Construction
Committee NSW
Barry Miller [m]

Australia New Zealand Reciprocity
Association
Michael Carroll [m]

Builders Licensing Australia
Peter Smith [m]

Central Coast Regional Coordination
Management Group
Sean Lonergan [m]

Committee on Government Selected
Application System - Records
Management System
David Lilley [c]

Construction Industry Training
Advisory Board
Michael Carroll [m]

Consumer Products Advisory
Committee
John Furbank [m]

Electrical Equipment Safety Advisory
Committee
Alex Krestovsky [c]

Electrical Regulatory Authorities
Council
John Furbank [m]
Michael Carroll [m]

Energy Steering Committee
John Schmidt [m]
Susan Dixon [m]

Fair Trading Advisory Council
David O'Connor [m]

Fair Trading Operations Advisory
Committee (FTOAC)
Malcolm Finger [m]

Fitness Centres Code of Practice, Code
Administration Committee
Lynne Murray [m]

Government & Related Employees
Appeal Tribunal (GREAT)
Ann Keating [m]

Home Building Advisory Council
David O'Connor [m]

Hunter Regional Coordination
Management Group
Richard Buckley [m]

Illawarra Regional Coordination
Management Group
Christine Ambs [m]

Illawarra Building Forum
Nigel Walsh [m]

Ministerial Taskforce on Affordable
Housing

Motor Trade Advisory Council
David O'Connor [m]

North Coast Regional Coordination
Management Group
Marilyn Richmond [m]

Northern Tablelands Regional
Coordination Management Group
Marilyn Richmond [m]

NSW Car Theft Action Group
John Devlin [m]

NSW Financial Counselling Trust Fund
Brian Given [t]

NSW Food Advisory Committee
Merilyn Betty [m]

NSW Injury Prevention Forum
John Furbank [m]

Olympic Co-ordination Authority
Social Impacts Advisory Committee
Rod Stowe [m]

Partnership Against Homelessness
Committee
Susan Dixon [m]

Pawnbrokers & Secondhand Dealers
Industry Consultative Committee
Tracy Taylor [m]

Pest Control Licensing Committee
(WorkCover)
Merilyn Betty [m]

Products Safety Committee
David Catt [c]
John Furbank [m]

Property Services Advisory Council
David O'Connor [m]

Rental Bond Board
David O'Connor [c]

Residential Parks Consultative
Committee
Peter Berry [c]

Riverina Murray Regional
Coordination Management Group
Jan Malone [m]

South coastal Sydney Regional Co-
ordination Management Group
Andrew Gavrielatos [m]

Standing Committee of Officials of
Consumer Affairs (SCOCA)
David O'Connor [m]

State Records Customer Council
David Lilley [m]

Trade Measurement Advisory
Committee
Victor Lawrence [m]

Travel Compensation Fund
Brian Given [t]

Uniform Consumer Credit Code
Management Committee
Margaret Raffan [m]

Western Area Regional Coordination
Management Group
Paul Coles [m]

Western Sydney Regional Coordination
Management Group
Rod Stowe [m]

Whitegoods Repair Code of Practice,
Code Administration Committee
Lynne Murray [c]
Sean Lonergan [m]

Whole of Government Call Centre
Coordination Working Party
Wayne Gardner [m]

David O'Connor [m]

16 Membership of statutory bodies and interdepartmental committees
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Internal Audit services were provided by
wholly internal and contracted services.
Contracted services were specifically
used to cover specialist IT audit tasks.

Approximately 49% of the annual audit
plan was achieved. Major variations to
the annual plan arose from:

Internal Audit involvement on steering
committees for TAAP Review, Rental
Bond Internet Service, and SCAM
system development
The management and investigation of
11 matters concerned with either
alleged corrupt conduct, alleged
maladministration, or other allegations.
Management and conduct of initial
shadow shopping survey covering
Departmental services delivered by
telephone
Requests from management for
audits/reviews
Review and redraft of DFT Code of
Conduct (to be re-issued 2000-2001)

At the time of reporting, the 1999-2000
survey of client satisfaction with
Internal Audit services was being
performed. Target indicators are for
>80% satisfaction over a range of
attributes (customer satisfaction 1998-99
was 95.5%). The executive Internal
Audit Committee did not meet
regularly during the year due to
conflicting priorities. Action will be
taken during 2000-2001 to streamline
the Audit Committee and ensure that
best practices are maintained. Internal
Audit continued to trial review using

the NSW Treasury Risk Management
self assessment methodology - this will
continue during 2000-2001 for the
implementation of control self
assessment processes across the
Department.

Education and awareness of staff on the
DFT Code of Conduct, Protected
Disclosure and fraud prevention was
undertaken through staff induction
courses, presentations to regional
meetings and Internal Audit Branch
newsletters. At the time of reporting a
review of the DFT Code of Conduct
was being completed. This review will
result in an update of the Code during
1999-2000.

Building Insurance
Y2K Remediation
Payroll/Leave
Business Registration operations
Property Services Licensing
Strata Services
Fair Trading Centre operations
Corporate Credit Card management
Fixed Assets
Mobile Phones
Building Services Licensing
Web/Internet Security (Internet
Usage)
Business Continuity Planning
Privacy Act Management Plans

Co-operatives Development Fund
Motor Dealers Compensation Fund
Property Services Compensation Fund

Internet Usage
Co-operatives
Compliance/Monitoring
REV's Internet
Penalty Notice System
Electrical Certification
Associations
Fair Trading Investigations
Fair Trading Centre Administration
Sponsorship
Fringe Benefits Tax
Rental Bond Internet Service
Building Insurance (FTAC Scheme)
Building Licensing
DFT Debtors Administration
Purchasing/Accounts Payable
Business Registration Revenue
P&PIP Act Implementation
Intelligence Services
DFT Public Register Integrity
Building Investigations Unit
Shadow Shopping Survey
Corporate Credit Cards
GST Implementation
SAP R/3 FMS

NB.Audit plan may be subject to
change

In accordance with Treasurer's
Directions, the Director-General has
certified to the Minister that credit card
use has been in accordance with
established government requirements.
The certification was qualified to the
extent that a very small number of
transactions did not fully meet usage
policy and procedures.
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Actual Audit Tasks 1999-2000

Planned Audit Tasks 1999-2000

Corporate Credit Cards

17 Internal Audit

18 Statutory Report Co-operation Act 1923, Section 123
This report covers the period from 1 July 1999 to 30 June 2000 and is presented in accordance with Section 123 of the Co-
operation Act 1923.This Act was repealed on 1 September 2000 but was in force during the reporting year. On 1 September
2000 the Co-operative Housing and Starr-Bowkett Societies Act 1998 was proclaimed and replaced the Co-operation Act 1923.

At the close of the period covered by this report the Co-operative Housing Societies and Starr-Bowkett Societies were the only
types of societies still covered by the 1923 Co-operation Act. The Registrar of Co-operatives is the regulatory authority for both
these Societies. Regulation of Co-operative Housing Societies transferred from The New South Wales Financial Institutions
Commission to the Registrar of Co-operatives effective from 1 July 1999.

As at 30 June 2000 there were 28 Starr-Bowkett societies on the Register, 2 societies having been wound up and removed from
the Register during the year.

As at 30 June 2000 there were 57 Co-operative Housing Societies on the Register, 15 societies having been wound up and
removed from the Register, or having transferred engagements to other societies, during the year.

Starr-Bowkett Societies

Co-operative Housing Societies
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19 Ethnic Affairs Priorities Statement, 1999 - 2000 Report
This Ethnic Affairs Priorities Statement is part of our Access and Equity Strategy. It follows our Corporate Plan format. Some
projects have a specific focus on cultural diversity issues, orders aim to improve outcomes for a range of Access and Equity
groups.

Appropriate safeguards for consumers with minimal restrictions on business/traders
Policy framework creates a balance between the interests of consumers and traders

Corporate objective:
Key Result Area/divisional objective:

Project Desired outcome Report on achievements

Incorporate access and equity
considerations in legislative
reviews and other policy
work (eg. issues papers and
consultation) by piloting a
best practice approach in two
legislative reviews.

A risk checklist for stakeholders is
developed and targeted consultations
are held with equity groups in the Fair
Trading Act Review & Associations
Act Review.
Access and equity issues are reflected in
final report.

The Fair Trading Act Review was deferred.The
issues covered in the Associations Act Review were
not suitable for a pilot.

As an alternative, we developed consultation
guidelines that address access and equity issues.

Corporate objective:
KRA/divisional objective:

Appropriate safeguards for consumers with minimal restrictions on business/traders
Informed, educated consumers and traders

Project
Revise and improve DFT
forms found to not be in
plain English or poorly laid
out.

Conduct specific education
campaigns targeting equity
target groups, as appropriate.

Desired outcome
Improved accuracy of information
received.
Reduce time spent by customers filling
in forms. Reduce requests for
assistance with forms.

Increased use of our services or more
informed consumers and traders from
non-English speaking backgrounds.

Report on achievements
30 high use forms have been identified and
prioritised.
Development of plain English criteria and
commencement of form improvement has been
deferred pending appointment of a
consultant.
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

The Renting Guide was updated in 17 languages.
These are now available on our Web site and will
be distributed to real estate agents, ethno-specific
and multicultural organisations.

credit fact sheets produced in 3
community languages.

guide to our services produced in
20 languages.
Stickers for community workers produced in 20
languages

produced in 4 languages.
brochure developed for inbound

tourists during the Olympic period. Includes text
in 5 languages.
REVS campaign included press and radio
advertisements in 5 community languages.

Love and Loans

We can help you

Home Building Checklist

Have a Nice Stay

Corporate objective:
Key Result Area/divisional objective:

Accountable use of public resources
Economical efficient and customer focused operations

Project
Conduct cultural diversity
training of DFT staff in
effective customer service.

Market the Access and Equity
Strategy and resource manual
to DFT staff and others, as
appropriate.

Desired outcome
Customer service staff are more
competent in assisting our culturally
diverse customers.

Increased confidence and awareness
amongst staff of how to deliver service
to customers from equity target
groups.

Report on achievements
Cultural diversity training has been integrated into
customer service training.

The Manual is in its final draft stage. The manual
was piloted with DFT staff.

Details of Co-operative Activity

Type of Society New Societies registered during
the year ended 30 June

1999 2000 1999 2000

Starr-Bowkett Societies 1 0 30 28
Co-operative Housing Societies 0 0 72 57

Societies on the Register at 30 June
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Ensure DFT language services
meet the needs of customers
through greater use of
interpreters, Community
Language Allowance Scheme
(CLAS) recipients and
bilingual front line staff.

Undertake regular liaison
with peak, regional and local
groups regarding DFT
services, policy and new
initiatives.

Conduct annual customer
satisfaction surveys.

Delivery of language assistance to
customers is reviewed and areas for
improvement identified.

CLAS is promoted amongst our staff.

People with required language skills are
attracted to front line vacancies.

We improve our understanding of
particular issues affecting consumers
and traders from various cultural and
linguistic groups.

We improve our understanding of how
to best market our services and provide
information.

Identify whether equity target groups
experience similar levels of satisfaction
with our service to other customers.

A language services review was completed and its
recommendations are now being implemented. For
example:

front line customer service staff are prioritised for
receipt of CLAS,
we identify languages required through our
customer profile survey and ABS census statistics,
staff are being provided with badges identifying
languages spoken.

Additional bilingual staff sat CLAS exams. The
number of languages provided through CLAS has
increased. CLAS has been promoted through the
department.

Advertisements for customer service vacancies list
required languages as desirable in the selection
criteria.

Community Liaison Coordinators visited ethnic
community organisations.

The Ethnic Communities Council was consulted as
part of the Review of the Business Names Act.

The contract for the survey was let and is due for
completion in August 2000.

�

�

�

20 Ethnic Affairs Priorities Statement 2000 - 2001 Report
This Ethnic Affairs Priorities Statement is part of our 2000 - 2001 Access and Equity Strategy. It follows our Corporate Plan
format. Some projects have a specific focus on cultural diversity issues; others aim to improve outcomes for a range of Access and
Equity groups.

Project
Ensure forms are in plain
English and appropriate
for diverse groups.

Ensure DFT language
services meet the needs
of customers.

Guidelines on funded
services.

Promote the Access and
Equity Strategy.

Milestones
Revise and improve DFT forms found to
not be in plain English or poorly laid out:
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Engage consultant and modify first batch of
forms.
Develop forms template/s and guidelines.

Promote use of CLAS within the DFT.
Co-ordinate the implementation of the
Language Services Review
recommendations.

Revise guidelines to meet Ethnic Affairs
Commission standards where appropriate.

Launch and distribute access and equity
manual.
A&E resources available on intranet.
Workshops on A&E manual for staff.
Evaluation of A&E manual.

Accountability

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Policy

Policy

Policy
Policy

Management
Services

Policy

Policy
Policy
Policy

Timeframe

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

October 2000

December 2000

Quarterly
June 2001

December 2000

December 2000

December 2000
April 2001
December 2001
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Annual Targets

Indicator

Effectiveness (end outcome)

Effectiveness (lower-level outcomes/external requirements)

Efficiency

Customer satisfaction

Staffing profile

Proportion of NESB customers accessing main DFT services compared to
representation in relevant population (from Customer Profile Survey and
ABS benchmarks), ie

Percentage of advertising budget spent on ethnic media

Extent to which access and equity external reporting deadlines are met

Level of satisfaction with DFT services for significant equity target groups
eg:

Language first spoken as a child was not English

�

�

�

�

�

Fair Trading Centres
Tenancy Information Phone Service tenants
REVS
Level of consumer confidence in fair operation of marketplace for
NESB compared to others.

NESB compared to others

Target 2000/2001

Confidence level for NESB equal to rest of
community.

100%

Confidence level for equity groups equal to rest
of community.

19%

�

�

�

�

�

Meet or exceed ABS benchmark level.
60-70% of ABS benchmark
Meet or exceed benchmark

7.5% for print advertising
3% for electronic advertising

Measuring performance against these targets involves undertaking several data collection exercises. These include the following:

�

�

�

�

Customer Profile Survey
Customer Satisfaction surveys
(ensure A&E dimensions are included where practical)
Consumer and trader confidence surveys
(ensure A&E dimensions are included where practical)
EEO data collection.

�

�

�

�

Annual
Annual

Annual

ongoing
(as staff join DFT)

�

�

�

�

Policy
Policy

Policy

Policy

21 Accounts payable performance

1 Schedule of accounts payable as at 30 June 2000:

Total accounts payable $1,771,634.17

2 Accounts paid during 1999/2000:

Total dollar amount of accounts paid $79,803,973.33

Current $1,771,634.17
Less Than 30 Days
Between 30 & 60 Days

Percentage of accounts paid on time
(23,093 vouchers processed on time out of 25,732) 89.74%
Total dollar amount of accounts paid on time $75,541,660.15
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22 Access and Equity Strategy: Disability Report, July 1999 - June 2000
This reporting period covers the Department's former Disability Plan (DP) (July 1999 - December 1999) and the new Disability
Action Plan under the NSW Disability Policy Framework (DAP) (January 2000 - June 2000). The following report gives the
goals for each plan, and what has been achieved.

Objective
Incorporate access and equity
considerations in legislative reviews
and other policy work (eg. issues
papers and consultation) by piloting a
best practice approach in two
legislative reviews. (DP)

Revise and improve DFT forms found
to not be in plain English or poorly
laid out. (DP)

Market the Access and Equity Strategy
and resource manual to DFT staff and
others, as appropriate. (DP)
Provide disability awareness
information for all staff through the
dissemination of the Access & Equity
Manual. (DAP)

Identify initiatives for improving
services to people with a disability.
(DP)

Undertake regular liaison with peak,
regional and local groups regarding
DFT services, policy and new
initiatives. (DP)
Conduct consultation with peak
organisations, customers and staff on
the needs of people with a disability
regarding DFT services. (DAP)

Develop and disseminate policies on
employment of people with a
disability. (DAP)

Survey staff who have not completed
EEO survey to determine those with a
disability who require adjustments.
(DAP)

Result
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

We have developed consultation guidelines which include considerations for equity
target groups.

Most-used forms have been identified.
Approval has been granted to engage a consultant for the project.

Access and Equity strategies are included in Division Plans.
Manual is at final draft stage. It will be disseminated via an e-mail/memo to all staff,
on the computer network, and at inductions.

We have developed a Disability Action Plan in accordance with the NSW
Government Disability Policy Framework.
We have commenced liaison and consultation to identify needs and areas of concern
and to obtain feedback on the Disability Action Plan.
We have developed a project plan to engage a consultant to conduct a physical
access audit of premises and to train staff to assist in conducting audits by
December 2000.
TTYs (Telephone Typewriters) for people who are deaf or have a speech or hearing
impairment are available in four locations: Penrith Call Centre (fair trading
inquiries); Renting Services (tenancy and bond information); REVS (Register of
EncumberedVehicles) and the Residential Tribunal. The numbers are included in:
DFT publications, various telephone,TTY, government, community and business
directories and on the DFT Web site.
The Department's Web site is currently being assessed for accessibility. Changes have
been made to ensure that the hyperlinks are accessible by Web site readers for people
who have vision impairment.
RetirementVillage Living brochures were produced in large print for older people.

We have consulted with organisations representing people with a range of
disabilities. (including: physical, visual, hearing, intellectual)
We have consulted the Department's Disability Support Network (staff with a
disability and staff with an interest in disability issues).
Fair Trading Centre (FTC) staff attend local Disability Council Network meetings
in the Hunter region.
Stickers on FTC services were distributed to community workers, disability and
HACC organisations.
DFT provides information on its services for the newsletters of some disability
organisations.
Information sessions were conducted with Special Education Unit high school
students in the Gosford area.

We have disseminated policies on Recruiting People with a Disability; Recruiting
People with a Disability in Special Cases; and Making Adjustments for Staff with a
Disability; and Community Employment Services for People with a Disability.

EEO Survey completed.
95% response rate.
Data is currently being collated.
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Staff requested to update information
on their EEO survey at regular
intervals.

Conduct meetings of the Disability
Support Network. (Staff with a
disability and staff with an interest in
disability issues) (DAP)

Promote DAP within DFT and to the
community. (DAP)

�

�

�

�

�

�

EEO Survey information updated

Two meetings held in 1999/2000.

Letters outlining major initiatives in the DAP were sent to non-government
disability organisations.
Presentation to DFT Executive scheduled for 25 July 2000
Memo to all staff to be circulated in July 2000
Information to be available on DFT Intranet in July 2000

23 Property Services Compensation Fund

Claims brought forward - 1 July 1999 41 509,282.79

Claims received 363 1,928,593.93

Claims completed 376 2,142,920.91

Claims paid * 273 958,857.81

Claims part paid 53 396,162.07

Claims rejected 50 630,619.44

Claims on hand 30 June 2000 28 294,955.81

* For amount claimed or in excess of amount claimed.

No. $ Amount

24 Senior Executive Service at 30 June 2000

6 1 1 1
4 1 2 2
3 3 2 1
2 2 2 2
1 3 3 2
No. of positions filled by women 4 4 2

8
(8 positions)

3 1
2 1
1 5
No. of positions filled by women 2

The Minister for Fair Trading has expressed his satisfaction with Mr O'Connor's management of the Department and dedication
to service throughout 1999-2000.

Mr O'Connor has successfully addressed the priority projects and outcomes of his performance agreement by leading the
implementation of a number of significant strategies.

29 August 2000

1998 1999 2000
No. of SES 10

(10 positions) (10 positions) (8 positions)

Level of positions

Senior Officers @ 30 June 2000

No. of Senior Officers

Level of positions

Performance of Chief Executive - Mr David O'Connor, Director-General, SES Level 6

The Hon J A Watkins, MP
Minister for Fair Trading

10 8
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Remuneration details of Level 5 and above Senior Executive Service officers

Position title Name Total remuneration Dollar value of Performance

Director-General David O'Connor $194,324 Not Applicable Normal SES Performance
Agreement arrangements

package excluding performance payment criteria
performance pay payment for reporting year

25 Guarantee of Customer Service

26 Report on NSW Action Plan for Women

In the context of a major project to improve performance reporting, particularly on service to customers, the Department
produced a revised Guarantee of Service in March 2000, which sets out our detailed customer service standards.

As part of this project, the Department has taken significant steps this year to introduce consistent, systematic reporting against
the revised standards. Most standards are currently being met. However, in some very heavy traffic areas, such as high volume
call centres, waiting times have occasionally exceeded 5 minutes. The introduction of consistent reporting across the Department
has also highlighted some areas where system enhancements need to be implemented to capture the data required by this more
rigorous approach. Steps are currently being taken to address these issues.

The NSW Government aims to work towards removal of obstacles to women's full participation in society. This means
recognising that in some areas of social life, women have different experiences and needs from men. It also means recognising
that age, race, ethnicity, location, and social and economic circumstances all affect women's needs and options. The Government's
approach to addressing women's issues and concerns involves agencies across the whole of Government and addresses areas such
as paid and unpaid work, health and housing, violence and safety, justice and civil legal equality, childcare, education, decision
making and leadership, and access to information.

Government policies in relation to women relevant to the Department of Fair Trading are:
supporting families
protecting women as consumers and ensuring women's civil legal equality
ensuring that women have equal access to information
ensuring women's equal access to and full participation in power structures and decision making.

During the past year the Department of Fair Trading has taken action on all these key objectives from the Action Plan.

The Department of Fair Trading has produced a number of publications for consumers, particularly women with children, on
product standards and finance.

, a comprehensive guide to nursery furniture safety, directly mailed to NSW maternity hospitals.This was
replaced in 2000 by , a new guide to product safety for children, including inflatable pools, child resistant
cigarette lighters and nursery furniture.
A toy safety checklist for selecting safe toys for children.
An Aboriginal toy safety checklist and an Aboriginal factsheet:

, a guide to all the consumer protection aspects of shopping, with a particular emphasis on credit.
A series of fact sheets on borrowing, credit cards, guaranteeing other people's loans, and being a co-borrower.

The Department provides funding to community organisations to provide financial counselling and tenancy advice services to
the community. Approximately 65% of customers of the Tenants' Advice and Advocacy Program are women.

The Department of Fair Trading and the Department for Women undertook a joint initiative to provide information for women
on their rights and obligations as customers of financial institutions. This included publishing a booklet and factsheet to alert
women to the dangers of becoming a co-borrower with or guarantor for their partner or children. In December 1999 the
Department of Fair Trading and the Department for Women convened a round table seminar of consumer and industry groups
which discussed issues faced by women as consumers of financial services, especially relationship debt, and proposed strategies to
assist women.

During 1999 and 2000 the Department of Fair Trading and the Department for Women undertook a joint project to address
discrimination against women in the motor vehicle industry.The project included a survey of women consumers and developed
strategies to improve the quality of service provided to women by the motor vehicle industry.

will afford better protection to the rights of women residents in retirement villages.The
Department has also published a number of guides for older people, primarily women, to inform them of their rights.

The Department of Fair Trading has developed strategies to increase the representation of women on the Department's boards
and committees. Further information on the Department's strategies regarding women is detailed in the Access and Equity
Strategy and the EEO Plan.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Specific achievements under the Action Plan for Women

Keeping Baby Safe
In Good Hands

Keeping your kids safe.
The Shoppers' Guide

The RetirementVillages Act 1999
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For help on any fair trading issue call your nearest Fair Trading Centre,
or call the specialist service listed below which is relevant to your inquiry.

Language assistance

Ring the telephone interpreting service on 13 14 50 and ask for an interpreter in your
language.The interpreter can then contact the Department of Fair Trading.

TTY ............................................................................9338 4943
* Telephone service for the hearing impaired.

Albury
Armidale
Blacktown
Broken Hill
Coffs Harbour
Dubbo

Gosford
Goulburn
Grafton
Hurstville
Lismore
Liverpool

Newcastle
Orange
Parramatta
Penrith
Port Macquarie
Queanbeyan

Sydney
Tamworth
Tweed Heads
Wagga Wagga
Wollongong

Fair Trading Centres – call 13 32 20

Department of Fair Trading
1 Fitzwilliam Street Parramatta NSW 2150 
PO Box 972 Parramatta NSW 2124
Tel. 9895 0111

Specialist Services

Rental Bond Inquiries ................................................9377 9000
1800 422 021

Tenancy Inquiries........................................................9377 9100
1800 451 301
9377 9099 (*TTY)

Strata Schemes and Mediation Services ......................9338 7900
1800 451 431 (outside Sydney)

REVS ........................................................................9600 0022
1800 424 988 (outside Sydney)

1300 369 889 (*TTY)

Business Licence Information......................................9619 8722
1800 463 976 (outside Sydney)

Web site......................................................................www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au
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